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OOO Zavod Toplivnogo Oborudovania (Fuel Equipment Factory, LLC), produces equipment under the
registered trademark "TANKER" (No.612862) for delivery, storage, pumping, fuel filling (dispensing) of various
POL, acids, alcohol, alkalis, solvents, liquid foodstuff, various viscosity oils including thermal one, consumables
necessary for continuous filling station operation, oil product storages and operation of cars and special
equipment.
Specialists working in ZTO have an expertise in the production of equipment for oil industry. Since
1998 they have been working in the largest Ural companies in the manufacture of various equipment for oilwell experts.
Our company produces series of motor pumps, pumps and pump stations for fuel and aggressive fluid
pumping. We also manufacture equipment for fluid pumping and metering in compliance with the technical
requirements of our customers starting the work with them from the questionnaire filling. Our storage always
has a good range of national and foreign accessory parts available for sale.
We conduct: production, selection, sale, commissioning, further maintenance and repair of
equipment. We are looking for cooperation with specialized organizations to conclude dealer agreements for
equipment supply.
A modular complex “TANKER” consists of various technical means providing for a combined operation
of the complex equipment. The content of technical means is defined by a filled questionnaire or the
statement of work/construction or reconstruction project made for the customer’s facility. When produced
and put into operation, the complex is checked for the combined work of technical means and the compliance
with the stated technical characteristics. At the customer’s facility, under real operation conditions technical
characteristics can vary. To obtain necessary characteristics, the customer’s facility should correspond to all
necessary conditions providing for the complex normal operation. The characteristics and operation
peculiarities of each technical device are specified in a proper operation manual.








Trademark No. 612862
Certificate No. РОСС RU.АГ35.Н2101
Declaration No. 1167456054633
Patent No. 165849, Patent No. 168310
Technical Conditions TC 3642-001-49115358-2014
Certificate of compliance with fire safety requirements - modular complex of the trademark “TANKER”
Declaration on compliance of the equipment with the requirements of CU TC “On Machine and
Equipment Safety”
 Certificate of compliance with the environmental safety requirements
 Information letter from the fire safety certification body
 Membership card of South Ural Chamber of Commerce and Industry
The integrated management system corresponds to the following requirements:
 GOST R ISO 9001-2015 Quality Management Systems
 GOST R ISO 14001-2016 Environmental Management Systems
 GOST R 54934-2012 — Occupational health and safety management systems. Requirements.

All the rights reserved- partial or full material copying without prior consents is prohibited!
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Our equipment is certified
Registered
trademark
"TANKER"

ISO 9001:2015;
ISO 14001:2015;
OHSAS 18001:2007

“On safety of
machinery and
equipment”
declaration

Certificate of
compliance with
industrial safety
requirements

Environmental
Compliance
Certificate

In 2019 we took part in international business missions and exhibitions
B2B meeting

Expo-Russia Uzbekistan 2019

Iran Oil Show 2019

March 11-15

April 24-26

May 1-4

Hanoi, Vietnam

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Tehran, Iran

If you have any questions - please contact us.
You can call our English speaking managers
Anna Korotkova

Artem Vasiliev

Oksana Astafeva

+7-(351)-210-11-44

+7-919-123-28-67

+7-919-123-50-69

Fax: +7 (351) 211-53-23
WhatsUp / Viber / Telegram: +7-919-300-87-19
Export@chzto.ru
Manager.eng74@yandex.ru

Sales-3@chzto.ru

OR@chzto.ru

We have the possibility to get a translator for your language if necessary.
Our workdays: Monday – Friday
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (GMT +5)
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Diesel fuel pump TANKER-60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 300
The self-priming vane electrical pump TANKER is intended for diesel fuel
pumping. By default, the pump is supplied with a single-phase engine, by separate
order - with a three-phase engine. The electric engine body is made in a general
purpose industrial version and not intended for pumping fluids generating
explosive vapors. The pump is suitable for using in the fuel circulation systems
(boiler houses, heat and power stations, generators).
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUMP TANKER
A filtering mesh is installed at the pump input.
The pump is equipped with a bypass. Pressure at the bypass: 2-4 atm.
A single shaft of the pump and electric engine are separated by a reliable sealing.
The pump can be connected to a hydraulic circuit with the help of threaded joints and
flanges. Pump TANKER 150 (1,500 W) - only flanges.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Name
TANKER 60
TANKER 80
TANKER 100
TANKER 150**
TANKER 150
TANKER 200*
TANKER 300*

Pump
Performance
lpm
60
80
100
150
150
200
300

Single-phase
V
220
220
220
220
220
220
220

Engine
Three-phase
V

380
380
380
380

Capacity,
W
750
750
750
1100
1500
1500
3000

Rotation/
min.

Connect.

Weight, kg

1,400
1,400
1,400
3000
3000
1400
3000

1’G
1’G
1’G
1’G
38mm
40mm
50mm

14.0
15.6
15.6
20.0
25.0
45.0
55.0

**The pump is intended only for fuel pumping without friction losses.
*Pump block consists of two pumps Tanker 100 or Tanker 150
 Self-priming lift from 2 to 5 meters - depends on pump model.
 Operation time: continuous.
 Protection class: IP54.

Self-priming vane pump TANKER-150B-Ex and TANKER-100B-Ex
A self-priming vane electrical pump is intended for diesel fuel and petrol
pumping. The pump can be used both for independent pumping and as a part of
stationary and mobile fuel dispenser, modular and stationary pump stations, liquid-fuel
boiler plants. Hoisting height up to 5 meters. The product is pumped without filling the
pump body with fluid. The pump TANKER is supplied with a single-phase or three-phase
explosion-proof drive.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PUMP TANKER
A filtering mesh is installed at the pump input. The pump is equipped with a bypass.
Pressure at the bypass: up to 4 atm. The pump can be connected to a hydraulic circuit with the help of flanges.
Sealings: Viton and bituminous-rubber cement.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Name
TANKER 100(l/m)
TANKER 150(l/m)






Performance
m3/h
6
9

Single-phase
V
220
no

Pressure at the bypass: up to 4atm.
Self-priming lift - up to 5 meters.
Operation temperature: -40 + 60
Protection class: IP54, Ex

Engine
Three-phase
V
380
380

Capacity,
W
750
1500

Rotation/
min.

DU

Weight, kg

1500
3000

40 mm
40 mm

32.0
35.0
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Motor pump for diesel fuel TANKER-150
Motor pump TANKER-150 is intended for diesel fuel pumping.
The motor pump is ideal for operation in the field and during blackout
at the facility. The motor pump has low weight and dual wheel gear.
The parts of the pump body and frame are manufactured from a good
quality Ural steel with an optimal thickness at high-precision laser cutting
machines which makes the pump durable and long-lasting.
The motor pump uses the self-priming pump TANKER-150 which is
intended for diesel fuel pumping. The pump TANKER-150 has already proved to
be an excellent tool and is widely applied in Russia, the pump’s body is cast in
Kasli, the birthplace of cast iron.
In its basic version the motor pump is equipped with a petrol internal
combustion engine LIFAN that is why the motor pump has good hydraulic
indicators. The engine is easy-to-operate and has given a good account in operating companies. The belt drive
of motor pump shafts has an extended useful life.
By a separate order the motor pump can be supplied with a diesel engine, meter, fuel filter, deliverysuction hoses.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Parameters
Pump rate,m³ /h
Head, m
Capacity, kW
Rated rotation frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Self-priming lift, m
Starter
Engine fuel
Fuel tank volume, l
Fuel consumption rate
DU of the suction and delivery lines, mm
Approximate weight, kg.

Value
9
to 30
1.7
3,000
Only diesel fluid
to 5
Manual
Petrol
1.4
450 g/kW/h
40
25

Scope of delivery:
1. Motor pump Tanker 150
2. Welded frame structure.
3. Fittings for delivery-suction hoses DU 40 (by separate order they are supplied with quick release coupling
DU 40)
4. Operation manual/data sheet.
Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control and control tests that is why
the motor pump is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case. In case of air
delivery - it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and fuel should be discharged from the tank after tests.
LIGHT OIL MOTOR PUMPS ARE USED





as a backup pump for fuel pumping at fuel filling stations, in the garages, fields, at the plants according to
the safety rules;
transfer of oil products from containers and reservoirs to tank trucks or standby reservoirs;
light oil unloading from tank trucks or tank cars in the field;
as a backup pump for fuel trucks that may be installed higher than the frame level (the autonomous diesel
pump for tankers, petrol tankers) when the main pump is broken down (in cross-country conditions the
pto shaft group is often damaged).
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Diesel motor pump TANKER 049 for oil products pumping
The motor pump Tanker 049 is applied for pumping light oil
products and various fluids for which the operated pump is intended,
their viscosity should not exceed 6 cm²/sec while the density - less
than 1,000 kg/m³.
The key peculiarity of the motor pump is that the pump used is
intended for pumping light oil products.
The motor pump is ideal for the operation in field conditions as
well as during blackout at the facility. It is equipped with 2-wheeled
chassis and can easily move within the facility.
The belt drive of the motor pump shaft has an extended useful life. The exhaust system is equipped
with a certified spark blowout of burned gases directed to the opposite side from the pump.
Due to a high-performance engine the motor pump has good hydraulic indicators.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Parameters
Pump rate,m³ /h
Head, m
Capacity, kW
Rated rotation frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Self-priming lift, m
Starter
Engine fuel
Fuel tank volume, l
Remote control of the suction and delivery lines
Weight, kg.

Value
35 (to 50 — option)
26
7.5 (9.2 - maximum)
1500
oil products, alcohol, water***
6
Manual or Electro (option)*
DF — diesel, MT-petrol**
5.5
3`
90 -110

*The battery is supplied by a separate order in a set with the groove fixed on the frame. Special engine version
with electric starter and generator (the letter S (C)is added in the designation).
** Special motor pump version with a petrol engine, please, specify the operation conditions at purchase.
*** by separate order the motor pump can be equipped with the pumpSVN-80AM (S,R,K)-U2 or the pump
SVN-80AZ
SCOPE OF DELIVERY:
1. Motor pump Tanker 049
2. Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
3. Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses DU 75
4. Spark blowout: The spark blowout IGS is intended for the installation onto discharge pipes of cars, tractors,
combine harvesters entering the territory of the high fire hazard (oil tank farms, filling stations, farming
lands, territories of oil refineries, areas of oil&gas extraction) and provides spark arresting and reduction of
combustion products of the internal combustion engines. The spark blowout IGS is a dynamic spark
blowout of a dry type with a structure in the form of labyrinth. Operating excess pressure is not more than
0.5 kg/cm2. Maximum temperature on the spark blowout surface - 300 °С. The operating temperature
range - from–40 °С to +50 °С. The type of the protected air-fuel mixture: mix of air and propane, mix of air
and butane, petrol vapour. The spark blowout IGS is produced in compliance with TC 3689-001-240160002003. It has a fire safety product certificate. No. РОСС RU.И703.04ЮАА0.ПЗ01.Э.0018.
5. Operation manual/data sheet.
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OPTIONS:
*hoses, dispensing valve, y-strainer, filter bed, TS meter, 4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic tyres R13., electric
starter, battery, fluid heater, delivery-suction hoses, increased performance up to 50 m3/hour.
ENGINE OPTIONS:
In its basic version the motor pump TANKER-049 is supplied with a reliable diesel engine LIFAN, but by
special order the motor pump can be supplied with petrol and diesel engines: LIFAN, HONDA, LOMBARDINI
DIESEL, LOMBARDINI KOHLER, KIPOR, Greenfield, COMMAND PRO, ROBIN SUBARU, YANMAR, KAWASAKI,
HATS, BRIGGS & STRATTON, PETTER, NEMA.
Specify the necessary engine in the order to choose the price and manufacturing term. Engines LIFAN
are always on stock at the storage.
ALL MODELS AND THEIR DESIGNATIONS:
No.

Marking

1 TANKER 049

2 TANKER 049W

3 TANKER 049
kerosene




Fluid:

Performance:

Head:

110

Available
Or 5-7 days

Possible options
of internal
combustion
engines
Diesel
Petrol

Approximate
Weight: manufacture
term:

Light oil products, 38, special order up to 26 (45-20)
alcohol
50 or up to 25
Pure technical
water

to 50

26 (45-20)

110

Available
Or 5-7 days

Diesel
Petrol

wet end
components from
non-ferrous metal

38 (24-40)

26 (45-20)

110

7-10 days

Diesel

The motor pump supplied with an electro-starter has S (C) in marking
The motor pump with increased performance has M in marking

LIGHT OIL MOTOR PUMPS ARE USED


as a backup pump for fuel pumping from fuel filling stations, oil warehouses, fuel stations (at emergencies
and blackouts) according to safety rules



transfer of oil products from containers and reservoirs to tank trucks or standby reservoirs;



light oil unloading from tank trucks or tank cars in the field;



as a backup pump for fuel trucks that may be installed higher than the frame level (the autonomous diesel
pump for tankers, petrol tankers) when the main pump is broken down (in cross-country conditions thepto
shaft group is often damaged);



due to using the wide range of pumps you may use them to pump the alcohol, gas concentrate, water,
kerosene, chemicals, acids, brines etc. not reacting with aluminum parts of the motor pump;



as a part of the oil mobile warehouses or mobile units to remove hazardous situations on POL warehouses
– EMERCOM, rescue services, emergency removal services of oil and gas companies, military units,
construction companies, MMD, BCD etc.



alongside with the extra equipment, the motor pump may be used to remove consequences of oil and
hazardous liquid spills, in OSR operational kits, be used for water supply for fire extinguishing or other
purposes.
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Motor pump TANKER 049К for acid and solvent pumping
The self-priming motor pump TANKER 094K is used to pump various fluids for
which the pump in operation is used. Viscosity must not be more than 6 cm² /s
and the density must be less than kg/m³
The special feature is that the self-priming pump with face seals is used for
pumping special-purpose fluids with.
The motor pump frame is made using modern technologies such as highprecision laser cutting, high-tech welding by modern devices based on digital
inverting technologies Synergic-EWM, the powder painting by modern materials.
Stainless steel quick disconnect joints.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Parameters
Pump rate,m³ /h
Head, m
Capacity, kW
Rated rotation frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Self-priming lift, m
Starter
Engine fuel
Fuel tank volume, l
Remote control of the suction and delivery lines
Weight, kg.

Value
to 38
to 26
7.5
1500
Acid, Solvent***
6
Manual or Electro (option)*
DF — diesel, MT-petrol**
5.5
3`
90 -110

* Battery is supplied by a separate order. Special engine version with electric starter.
** Special motor pump version with a petrol engine, please, specify the operation conditions at purchase.
*** by order the motor pump may be equipped by the pump 1АSVN-80АМ (S,R,K)-U2, where:
1— modification;
A — unit;
SVN — self-priming vortex pump;
80 — suction and discharge outlet diameter, mm;
A — modernization index;
M — secondary seal (lip seal);
S — food-related version (no conservation);
R — for solvent pumping;
K — for acid pumping;
U2 — climate version and operation location category under GOST 15150-69.
OPERATING RANGES OF SELF-PRIMING PUMPS 1SVN-80AM AND UNITS 1ASVN-80AM
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DESIGN FEATURES OF THE UNIT

The self-priming vortex pump SVN 80 is different from the pumps with the same application mostly by the fact
that it is a single-stage pump. It is produced with both left and right rotating directions. The direction depends
on whether the pump will be installed on the vehicle with a diesel or petrol engine. If necessary, it is not very
difficult to reinstall it from the left to the right direction and vice versa.
The stainless steel and aluminum alloys are used for production. The turbine wheel is made of the aluminum
alloy especially to avoid spark striking when fuel products are being pumped.
MODIFICATION





AMS is used to pump the drinking water and the food-grade alcohol. It is most frequently used in the
agriculture for watering works and it is often installed on the water dispenser.
AMR is used for work with combined solvents, simple and complex ethers.
AMK is used to pump acids and ketones.
AVM is designed to pump the special product.

SCOPE OF DELIVERY
 Motor pump Tanker 049.
 Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
 Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses DU 75.
 Operation manual/data sheet.
Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control and control tests that is why the
motor pump (diesel or petrol one) is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case.
In case of air delivery - it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and diesel fuel should be discharged from
the tank after tests.
Options: *hoses, dispensing valve, filter, filter bed, TS meter , 4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic tyres R13.,
electric starter, battery, fluid heater, delivery-suction hoses
ALL MODELS AND THEIR DESIGNATIONS
Fluid

Performance,
m3/h

Head,
m

TANKER
049FA

Food grade alcohol,
water and other food
products

38 (24-40)

26 (45-20)

TANKER
049Sv

Solvents, compound
ethers

38 (24-40)

TANKER
049Ac

Acids and ketones

38 (24-40)

TANKER
049VM

Special products, by
order

Marking

Weight,
Approximate
kg
manufacture term
110

Possible options of
internal combustion
engines
Diesel

15-25 days
Petrol
Diesel

26 (45-20)

110

25-30 days
Petrol
Diesel

26 (45-20)

110

55-65 days
Petrol

38 (24-40)

26 (45-20)

110

Please, specify the
term

Diesel

ENGINE OPTIONS:
In its basic version the motor pump TANKER-049 is supplied with a reliable diesel engine LIFAN, but by
special order the motor pump can be supplied with petrol and diesel engines: LIFAN, HONDA, LOMBARDINI
DIESEL, LOMBARDINI KOHLER, KIPOR, Greenfield, COMMAND PRO, ROBIN SUBARU, YANMAR, KAWASAKI,
HATS, BRIGGS & STRATTON, PETTER, NEMA.
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Motor pump TANKER-L with self-priming lift of up to 7 m for light oil

Motor pump TANKER-L with the petrol or diesel
engine is equipped by the rotary pump and is used for light oil
pumping. These motor pumps are designed to meet customer
needs and their performance rate is between motor pumps
TANKER-150 and TANKER-049.
The motor pump is ideal for operation in the field and
during blackout at the facility.

The parts of the pump body and frame are manufactured from a good quality Ural steel with an
optimal thickness at high-precision laser cutting machines which makes the pump durable and long-lasting.
The motor pump uses self-suction pumps for light oil pumping. Pumps have unique characteristics of
the self-priming lift: up to 7 meters and the pressure: up to 30 meters as well as the perfect efficiency that
allows using engines with a less capacity and decreasing the weight and the fuel consumption rate.
MODELS WITH PETROL OF DIESEL ENGINES
Name
TANKER-L 330
TANKER-L 400
TANKER-L 530
TANKER-L 580

DU
DU 40
DU 50
DU 65
DU 80

Performance
18 m3/h
24 m3/h
30 m3/h
35 m3/h

330 lpm
400 lpm
500 lpm
530 lpm

Self-priming lift
7m
7m
7m
7m

Head
30m
25m
25m
25m

Internal combustion
engine capacity
DF, kW

MT, kW

2.5
4
4
6.3

2.2
4
4.2
5.7

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:
 Motor pump TANKER
 Welded frame structure.
 Quick disconnect joints for delivery-suction hoses
 Operation manual/data sheet.
OPTIONS: dispensing valve, filter, filter bed, TS meter, delivery-suction hoses.
Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control and control tests that is why the
motor pump is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case. In case of air delivery
- it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and fuel should be discharged from the tank after tests.
LIGHT OIL MOTOR PUMPS ARE USED:





as a backup pump for fuel pumping from fuel filling stations, oil warehouses, fuel stations (at emergencies
and blackouts) according to safety rules
transfer of oil products from containers and reservoirs to tank trucks or emergency tanks;
light oil unloading from tank trucks or tank cars in the field;
as a backup pump for a fuel truck.
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Motor pump TANKER–SH for oil, crude oil, thick and viscous liquids transfer
The motor pump uses geared pumps to transfer liquids. These pumps are
used to transfer the oil, various lubricants, crude oil, diesel fuel, liquid
soap, glue, resins. Their stainless steel version is to transfer food products
such as fats, sour cream, mayonnaise, vegetable oil, kefir and other
viscous products with viscosity of up to 1500-2000 cSt.
Geared pumps have such specifications as the self-priming lift of up to 5
meters, liquid temperature of up to80 0С, 1500С and 3000С. The pump is
equipped by the bypass safety valve, CamLock quick-disconnect joints
(QDC) and may be equipped by the coarse filter at the individual order.
The cast-iron parts of pump units are made in KASLI, Chelyabinsk Region. The parts of the pump body
and frame are manufactured at high-precision laser cutting machines. Welding is conducted with the help of
modern welding technologies by the German machines EWM.
Optional materials for the body of the pump part: aluminum, cast iron (a basic model), stainless steel.
Engine options. In its basic version the motor pump TANKER-049 is supplied with a reliable diesel
engine LIFAN, but by special order the motor pump can be supplied with petrol and diesel engines: LIFAN,
HONDA, LOMBARDINI DIESEL, LOMBARDINI KOHLER, KIPOR, Greenfield, COMMAND PRO, ROBIN SUBARU,
YANMAR, KAWASAKI, HATS, BRIGGS & STRATTON, PETTER, NEMA. Specify the necessary engine in the order to
choose the price and manufacturing term.
TABLE OF MOTOR PUMP TANKER-SH MODELS WITH PETROL/DIESELENGINE.
Model

TANKER-SH18.3

Performance

Engine

MT petrol

Pressure,

3

m /h

lpm

MPa

1.1

18.3

1.45

Self-priming lift, m

5

DU,

Engine

Capacity,

mm

rotations

kW

G3/4"

1500

1.7

3

TANKER-SH33.3

MT petrol

2

33.3

1.45

5

G /4"

1500

2.2

TANKER-SH55

MT petrol

3

55

0.33

5

G1"

1500

1.7

5

1

G1 /2"

1500

2.2

5

1

G1 /2"

1500

4

3

1

G1 /2"

1500

4

1

TANKER-SH83.3
TANKER-SH130
TANKER-SH200
TANKER-SH300
TANKER-SH430
TANKER-SH633

MT petrol
DF
MT petrol

5
5
8

83.3
83.3
130

0.33
0.33
0.33

DF

8

130

0.33

3

G1 /2"

1500

4

MT petrol

12

200

0.33

3

Ø 50

1500

5.7

DF

12

200

0.33

3

Ø 50

1500

6.3

MT petrol

18

300

0.36

3

Ø 70

1000

7.1

DF

18

300

0.36

3

Ø 70

1000

6.3

MT petrol

26

430

0.36

3

Ø 70

1500

8.5

DF

29

483.3

0.36

3

Ø 70

1500

7.5

MT petrol

38

633

0.28

3

Ø 100

1500

13.5

DF

38

633

0.28

3

Ø 100

1500

11

OPTIONS: filter bed, 4-wheeled trolley with R13 pneumatic tyre, electrical starter, battery, liquid heater,
delivery-suction hoses, quick-disconnect joints.
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Motor pump TANKER-D with a rotary low-speed pump
The motor pump Tanker-D uses the plate rotary (roller-vane) pump to
transfer viscous neutral liquids (up to +4400 mPA*s), e.g., diesel fuel, petrol,
kerosene, oil, lube, oil residue and other liquids.
The viscosity of the transferred liquid depends on rotations of the pump rotor.
The pump in the Tanker-D motor pump is a self-priming one and it does not
require to fill the body and suction hoses before.










pump body – cast iron,
material of blades - reinforced plastics (PTS)
shaft seal - double face, ceramics-graphite-viton,
operational temperature: between -30С and +115С,
built-in bypass with the pressure adjustment option
input/output internal BSP thread.
Pumps are self-priming ones.
The viscosity of the transferred liquid is up to4,125 cSt (20, 000 SSU) or 40 cm2/s.
The temperature of transferred liquids is up to 145 degrees.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Parameters
Pump capacity, lpm
Operating pressure, bar
Capacity, kW
Pump rated rotation
frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Starter
Engine fuel
Fuel tank volume, l
Remote control of the suction
and delivery lines
Weight, kg.

Parameters with the Parameters with the Parameters with the Parameters with the
pump D-50
pump D-65
pump D-80
pump D-80
300
500
900
from 1000 to 1900
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
4
4
7.5
17 -20
645

645

500

500

Various fluids* - see the tables below.
Manual or Electro (option)*
DF — diesel or MT—petrol
5.5
50 mm

65 mm

80 mm

100 mm

120 -200 kg.

* Battery is supplied by a separate order

SCOPE OF DELIVERY
 Motor pump
 Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
 Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses.
 Operation manual/data sheet.
PUMPED FLUIDS VARIANTS:
 Petrochemical industry: Clear fuel, oil, consistent lubricants.
 Food industry: Chocolate, syrups, molasses, food oils
 Paper&pulp industry: Black liquor, sodium silicate
 Chemical industry: Solvent transfer (VOCs), Grease, Fire-fighting foam, (aqueous film-forming foam),
Creosote Wax, Glues, adhesives, Asphalt.
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Motor pump TANKER-К24 for transferring corrosive liquids (acids, alkali, hydrates)
Motor pumps TANKER are used to transfer various corrosive liquids
where it is necessary to use pumps with an internal combustion engine.
The basic version of TANKER motor pump is equipped by reliable LIFAN
engines.
The type of the pump used in the TANKER-K motor pump is a
centrifugal, two-point, chemical, one-piece, horizontal, single-stage, with main
parts of the liquid end made of the plastics, with the axial admission and the
vertical outlet, with the pulley at the shaft orifice to transfer active liquid
chemicals. It is not self-priming!
The flanges of suction and delivery pump branches are unified according to GOST 12815-80, GOST
12816-80and have the sealing surface type of cast “Groove”. Not more than 0.1% w/w solid inclusions are
allowed in the transferred liquid with the particle size of not more than 0.2 mm. The kinematic viscosity of the
transferred liquid is not more than 30 cSt. The density is not more than 1850 kg/m3. The climate version of the
pump U2 according to GOST 15150-60.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MOTOR PUMP TANKER-KH
Rated pump capacity, m3 /h
Rated head, m
Rotation frequency, rpm
Permitted positive suction head, m, not more
Pump power intake in the nominal mode at р=1000 kg/m3 kW, more than
at р=1850 kg/m3, kW, not more
drive capacity should be kW, at least
Efficiency factor, %
Mean square value of vibration velocity mm/sec not more
external leakage m3 /h not more

24
50
2900
4.5
8.0
15.1
15
52
4.5
30+10 -6

PU (А) — is the provisional pump version according to the liquid end material (polypropylene, armlene). The
pump cannot be operated in explosive-flammable industries
TYPE OF FLUIDS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS

Pumped fluid
Sulfuric acid
Н2SО4
Hydrochloric acid
HCl
Nitric acid
HNO3
Phosphoric acid
H3PO4
Acetic acid
CH3COOH
Sodium alkali
NaOH
Aluminum hydrate
Al (OH)3
Potassium hydrate
КОН

Concentration
0 — 98
0 -37
0 — 40
0 — 90
0 — 98
0 — 50
0 — 32
0 — 53

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:





Motor pump
Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses.
Operation manual/data sheet

Temperature,0С
1 -70
1 — 70
1 — 60
1 — 60
1 — 60
20 — 70
20 — 70
20 — 70
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Motor pump TANKER-К10С (Self-priming) for pumping corrosive liquids
The motor pump uses centrifugal sealed-in self-priming pumps
with a magnetic coupling.
Pumps are used to transfer active liquid chemicals with the
density rate of between 1300 and 1900 kg/m³ , the viscosity rate of up
to 50 cSt and the solid contents of not more than
1.25 mg/sm3.

Operational temperature:
The pump body made of polypropylene (model P) between 0°С and +82°С,
The pump body made of PTFE (model V) between -30°С and +104°С.
In the basic version the motor pump TANKER-049 is completed with the reliable petrol diesel engine LIFAN (to be
specified at the order)
Carbon plugs are installed in pumps.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 self-priming lift— up to 7 m(at density of 1 g/cm³)
 centrifugal sealed-in pump with the magnetic coupling,
 niobous magnets,
 maximum pressure in the pump body is up to 4 bar
MATERIALS:
 liquid end, operational wheeled:
 SP-P, polypropylene reinforced by the glass fiber(PP),
 SP-V, PTFE reinforced by the carbon fiber (PVDF)
 gaskets — fluorinated rubber (FKM).EPDM gaskets may be installed.

AVAILABLE MODELS:

Model
TANKER-K10C
TANKER-K15C
TANKER-K22C
TANKER-К15С(PVDF)
TANKER-К22С(PVDF)

Pump rate, m³ /h
(MIN-RATED-MAX)
2.0-6.0-12.0
5.0-15.0-25.0
10.0-25.0-40.0
5.0-15.0-25.0
10.0-25.0-40.0

Head, wcm
Capacity, kW x
Input Output
(MAX-RATED-MIN)
rpm
13.5-11.0-3.0
1.4х3000
1``
1``
23.0-21.0-10.0
2.2х3000
1 1/2`` 1 1/2``
29.0-24.0-12.0
5.5х3000
2``
2``
23.0-21.0-10.0
4.0х3000
1 1/2`` 1 1/2``
29.0-24.0-12.0
7.5х3000
2``
2``

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:





Motor pump
Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses.
Operation manual/data sheet
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High-pressure motor pump TANKER-H
for polluted water mixed with solvents or oil products, with the diesel or petrol engine.
The high-pressure washing motor pump TANKER is used to pump
polluted water, diesel fuel, water and fuel mixture. It may be used to collect oil
spills. It allows pumping polluted fluid, with the particle size of 3-8 mm.
Before shipping all washing motor pumps pass mandatory quality
control and control tests that is why the motor pump is supplied with a small
amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case. In case of air delivery, it is
necessary to specify at the order that oil and diesel fuel should be discharged
from the tank after tests.
The pump uses a silicone-carbine face seal.
The body is made from aluminum, the volute and impeller are made from cast iron.
Possible sealing types are EPDM, NBR, Viton.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Parameters with
Parameters with
Parameters with
Parameters with
Parameters
the pump H-80
the pump H-50
the pump H-40
the pump H-25
Pump rate,m³ /h
to 60
to 30
to 21
to 7.2
Head, m
38
50
50
45
Capacity, kW
8.6
6.8
4
4
4000
4000
4000
5000
Pump
rated
rotation
frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Clean and slightly polluted water, particles up to 8 mm
Self-priming lift, m
8
8
8
8
Starter
Manual or Electro (option)*
Engine fuel
DF — diesel, MT—petrol
Fuel tank volume, l
5.5
Remote control of the
80 mm
50 mm
40 mm
25 mm
suction and delivery lines
Approximate weight, kg.
60 -110
* Battery is supplied by a separate order
SCOPE OF DELIVERY:
1. Motor pump TANKER
2. Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses
3. Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
4. Operation manual/data sheet.
5. Flame arrestor
OPTIONS: 4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic R13 tyres, electrical starter, battery, liquid heater, deliverysuction hoses, filter bed.
Motor pumps for polluted water transfer are widely used in various industries: ship-building industry,
agriculture, cleaning of roads and houses, warehouses, cleaning of reusable modular construction structures,
cleaning of chimneys and various pipelines, as well as containers, in fire stations and EMERCOM stations,
rescuers, any companies.
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Diesel motor pump TANKER-SZZH for the heavily polluted water with particles of up to 30 mm
Motor pumps used especially for transferring heavily
polluted liquids, water with sand and small stones, clay, various
fibers etc.

When using motor pumps under heavy operational
conditions, for example, in construction, please remember that
motor pumps are used to transfer polluted liquids with the particle
diameter of up to 30 mm.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Parameters
Pump rate,m³ /h
Head, m
Capacity, hp/kW
Pump rated rotation
frequency, rpm
Pumped fluid
Self-priming lift, m
Starter
Engine fuel

Motor pump
TANKER30SZZH
to 30
30
6/4.4 or
9.2/6.8

Motor pump
TANKER60SZZH
to 60
28
10.6 / 7.8 or
12.5/9.2

Motor pump
TANKER70SZZH
to 70
25

Motor pump
TANKER100SZZH
to 100
25

Motor pump
TANKER130SZZH
to 130
29

Motor pump
TANKER190SZZH
to 190
30

12/9.2

12/9.2 or 18/13

18/13

21/15

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

3600

7

Fuel tank volume, l
Remote control of the
suction and delivery lines
Approximate weight, kg.

50
50-80

polluted fluids with the diameter of particles up to 30 mm.
7
8
8
8
8
Manual or Electro (option)*
DF - Diesel ***
to 5.5
5-50 (up to 100 by special
order)
80
80 mm
100 mm
150 mm
150
50-80

50 -110

130

160

* Battery is supplied by a separate order
*** By special order, the motor pump may be equipped with the petrol engine.

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:






Motor pump TANKER
Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses
Operation manual/data sheet.
Flame arrestor

OPTIONS:4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic R13 tyres, electrical starter,
battery, liquid heater, delivery-suction hoses, filter bed.
Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control
and control tests that is why the motor pump is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the
crank case. In case of air delivery - it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and diesel fuel should be
discharged from the tank after tests.
Motor pumps for water transfer are widely used in various industries: ship-building industry,
agriculture, cleaning of roads and houses, warehouses, cleaning of reusable modular construction structures,
cleaning of chimneys and various pipelines, as well as containers, in fire stations and EMERCOM stations,
rescuers, any companies.
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Diesel motor pump TANKER to transfer salty water, fertilizers and other similar corrosive liquids.
The motor pump used to transfer the salty water (sea water) and
corrosive liquids is irreplaceable in coastal settlements, on ships for pumping
out sea water and fire-fighting as well as in the agriculture for pumping liquid
fertilizers.
It is essentially the same as the motor pump for transferring the normal
water with various degrees of pollution, but there is one significant difference –
it is the pumping unit made of the corrosion-resistant synthetic material. It is
this feature that allows pumping active liquid chemicals.
The pump body and the working shaft are made of the nylon material, mainly to pump corrosive
liquids and to facilitate construction and application.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Characteristics
Diameters of pipelines, mm
Pump head, m
Performance, lpm
Performance,m³ /h
Suction head, m
Engine capacity, horse powers
Fuel

Motor pump TANKER-50 SAZH

Motor pump TANKER-80 SAZH

50×50
30
550
33
7
8.6
Diesel*

80×80
20
1000
60
7
9.5
Diesel*

* By special order, the motor pump may be equipped with the petrol engine.

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:





Motor pump TANKER
Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses
Operation manual/data sheet.

OPTIONS:4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic tyres, electrical starter, battery, liquid heater, delivery-suction
hoses, filter bed.
Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control and control tests that is why
the motor pump is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case. In case of air
delivery - it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and diesel fuel should be discharged from the tank after
tests.
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Diesel and petrol fire-fighting motor pump TANKER-PZH

The motor pumps used especially to connect the fire-fighting
hose.
The motor pumps used especially to pump the water with sand
and small stones, clay, various fibers etc. under high pressure.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Motor pump
TANKER20PZH
40×40,
25×25 mm

Motor pump
TANKER16PZHM
40×40,
25×25 mm

Motor pump
TANKER30PZH
50×50,
40×40 mm

Motor pump
TANKER18PZHM

Motor pump
TANKER-50PZH

50×50 mm

80 × 65,
40 × 40 mm

55 m

72

55 m

80 m

70 m

Performance

335 lpm,
20 m³ /h

265 lpm,
16 m³ /h

500 lpm,
30 m³ /h

300 lpm,
18 m³ /h

835 lpm,
50 m³ /h

Suction head

7m

7m

7m

7m

7m

Silicone carbide

Silicone carbide

Silicone carbide

Silicone carbide

Silicone carbide

Characteristics
Diameters of
pipelines
Pump head

Shaft seal
material
Engine type
Fuel

LIFAN — 6.5 horse powers
(Yanmar, Yamaha by order)

LIFAN — 13 horse
powers
(Yanmar, Yamaha by
order)

DF - Diesel or MT petrol

SCOPE OF DELIVERY:





Motor pump TANKER
Welded 2-wheeled spatial frame structure.
Quick disconnect joints with fittings for delivery-suction hoses
Operation manual/data sheet.

OPTIONS: filter bed, 4-wheeled trolley with pneumatic tyres, electrical starter, battery,
liquid heater, delivery-suction hoses.

Before shipping all motor pumps should pass mandatory quality control and control tests that is why
the motor pump is supplied with a small amount of fuel in the tank and oil in the crank case. In case of air
delivery - it is necessary to specify at the order that oil and diesel fuel should be discharged from the tank after
tests.
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Self-priming diesel motor pump TANKER-СТ for waste water

A non-clogging self-priming motor pump is used in urban waste water and
industrial waste cleaning systems. Motor pumps Tanker-CT are characterized
by optimal hydraulic parameters and a long service life.

APPLICATION AREA:










incombustible and non-explosive liquids
rain water and normal waste
urban sewage, construction sites, drainage pump stations
industrial waste of consumer, paper, textile, food and chemical industrial companies, power stations,
mines etc.
sewage waste in residential
sewage and ground water cleaning system water
tanning industry, waste of slaughter houses, river and pond fish farms
wine and sugar industry
transmission of mildly corrosive but heavily polluted waste

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Model

Rotations
per
minute

Performance

Head

Capacity

DU input
(output)

Diamete
r of
particles

Self-priming lift

m3/h

1/s

m

kW

horse
powe
rs

mm

mm

m

ST-2

1450

20

5.6

6.5

1.5

2

50(2')

38

6.5

ST-3

1450

55

15.3

11.5

5.5

7.5

80(3')

63

6.4

ST-4

1450

100

27.8

13.5

11

15

100(4')

76

7.6

ST-6

1450

250

69.4

17

30

40

150(6')

76

7.0

ST-8

1450

500

138.9

26

75

102

200(8')

76

7

ST-10

1450

600

167

31

90

122

250(10')

76

6.7
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Pump units TANKER - SH on the basis of gear pumps for viscous products!
The pump units TANKER-SH are intended for pumping oil, vegetable oil,
lubricants, crude oil, diesel fuel and other viscous products with the viscosity
up to 1,500 cSt and 2,000. The pump units TANKER are equipped with gear
pumps with unique characteristics, such as the self-priming lift up to 5 meters,
fluid temperatures up to 800С, 1500С and 300 0С (for stainless steel pumps).
The pump is equipped with a bypass safety valve, coarse filter and can be also
equipped with quick disconnect joints.
The pump units TANKER are manufactured in Russia in Chelyabinsk, we
produce the pumps for customers from various industrial areas. Our production facilities manufacture both
the series of equipment and customized equipment (unique, one of a kind). Cast iron parts of pump units
(sleeves) are produced in Kasli, Chelyabinsk region. Support and frame parts are manufactured at highprecision laser cutting machines. Welding is conducted with the help of modern welding technologies.
The engine of the pump unit is produced in Russia and has all necessary certificates. The pump unit for
various operation conditions can be supplied with an explosion-prof or general industrial engine. It is possible
to manufacture the pump from: cast iron, stainless steel, aluminum (special order)
TABLE OF ALL PUMP MODELS
Model
TANKER-SH18.3
TANKER-SH33.3
TANKER-SH55
TANKER-SH83.3
TANKER-SH135
TANKER-SH200
TANKER-SH300
TANKER-SH483.3
TANKER-SH633
TANKER-SH960
TANKER-SH1200
TANKER-SH1600
TANKER-SH1800
TANKER-SH2500
TANKER-SH3800
TANKER-SH5400

Performance
m3/h
lpm
1.1
18.3
2
33.3
3.3
55
5
83.3
8
135
12
200
18
300
29
483.3
38
633
58
960
72
1200
96
1600
110
1800
150
2500
230
3800
325
5400

Pressure,
MPa
1.45
1.45
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.36
0.36
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28

Self-priming lift,
m
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2

DU,
mm
G3/4"
G3/4"
G1"
G11/2"
F50
F50
F70
F70
F100
F100
F150
F150
F200
F200
F250
F250

Engine
rotations
1400
1420
1400
1420
1440
1440
960
1440
970
1470
740
980
740
980
990
990

Capacity,
kW
1.5
2.2
1.5
2.2
4
4
5.5
7.5
11
18.5
37
45
55
75
110
110

The version with an electric engine have the pump and the unit connected by a cast iron sleeve, by
separate order the pump and its engine can be connected by the German antistatic belt (the same as in the
motor pump version) which has unique characteristics on the transferred capacity and a long useful life
(several times exceeding Russian and Chinese similar models as well).
A small weight of the pump unit allows equipping it with a reliable chassis and using it as a mobile
pump station, by an additional order we can equip the unit with big and convenient wheels. This will make the
unit mobile and easy to transport within the facility.
Application area: for oil product storages, quays, ships, plants, farms and mines, etc. For pumping:
ordinary lubricants, heavy oils, industrial light oils, vegetable oil, etc.
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Pump units TANKER - L
The pump units TANKER - L are intended for pumping light oil
products (petrol, kerosene, diesel fuel) as well as various fluids similar by
their parameters and having lubricating properties. Pump units TANKER - L
are equipped with vane pumps which have unique characteristics, such as
self-priming lift up to 7 meters and a high performance factor. The pumps
have double sealing cap, the pumps with face seal will be available for order
soon.
The pump is connected with its engine by means of a cast iron
sleeve, when the pump is connected to the engine with the help of band
wheels - the self-priming lift can be increased up to 8 meters. The pump is
equipped with a bypass safety valve, coarse filter and can be also equipped
with quick disconnect joints.
The pump units TANKER are manufactured in Russia in Chelyabinsk, we produce the pumps for
customers from various industrial areas. Our production facilities manufacture both the series of equipment
and customized equipment (unique, one of a kind). Cast iron parts of pump units are produced in Kasli,
Chelyabinsk region. Support and frame parts are manufactured at high-precision laser cutting machines.
Welding is conducted with the help of modern welding technologies EWM.
The engine of the pump unit is produced in Russia and has all necessary certificates. The pump unit for
various operation conditions can be supplied with an explosion-prof or general industrial engine.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Maximum temperature of pumped fluid - 100 0С
 Maximum viscosity - 750 cSt, Self-priming lift - up to 7 meters (depends on saturated vapours pressure).
Engine capacity,
Supply
Name
DU, mm
Performance, m3/h
Head, m
kW
voltage, V
TANKER 115

25

7

30

0.75

380/220

TANKER 330

40

20

30

2.2

380/220

TANKER 400

50

25

25

3

380/220

TANKER 530

65

32

25

4

380

TANKER 580

80

35

25

5.5

380

* the engine for 220 V, EX version, is used from a standard fuel dispensing unit.
The basic version has the pump and the unit connected by a cast iron sleeve, by separate order the
pump and its engine can be connected by the German antistatic belt which has unique characteristics on the
transferred capacity and a long useful life (several times exceeding Russian and Chinese similar models as
well).
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Pump units TANKER-D on the basis of vane pumps for all fluids
The pumps with a vast scope of application are used all over the world in all
industrial areas.
The pumps TANKER D are self-priming rotating vane pumps with an internal
bypass valve, a rotor with sliding vanes made from special self-lubricating
material.
Pump material - high-strength cast iron. Due to its high efficiency, the pumps are capable of pumping
viscous and volatile fluids at small consumed power.
The viscosity of the pumped fluid up to 4,125 cSt (20, 000 SSU) or 40 cm²/sec.
Pumped fluid temperature — up to 145 degrees. The pumps are self-priming.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Model
TANKER-D 65
TANKER-D 65
TANKER-D 65
TANKER-D 65
TANKER-D 80
TANKER-D 80
TANKER-D 80
TANKER-D 80
TANKER-D 100
TANKER-D 100
TANKER-D 100
TANKER-D 100

Pump rate,
lpm
500
391.6
310
143.3
1000
760
600
411.6
1900
1530
1148.3
1033.3

Head, atm

Capacity, kW

Input / Output

Revolutions

4 -7
4 -7
4 -7
4 -7
4 -7
4 -7
4 -7
4-7
4 -7
4 -7
4-7
4 -7

4
4
4
4
7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5
18.5
18.5
18.5
18.5

65 / 65
65 / 65
65 / 65
65 / 65
80 / 80
80 / 80
80 / 80
80 / 80
100 / 100
100 / 100
100/100
100 / 100

650
500
400
275
650
500
400
275
650
500
400
275

PUMPS CAN BE EQUIPPED WITH THE FOLLOWING UNITS:
 Explosion-proof or general industrial electric engine.
 Internal combustion engine - diesel or petrol one.
 Hydraulic motor.
PUMPS HAS THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF CONNECTION WITH THE UNITS:
 cast iron sleeve
 belt drive
 reducing gear box with sleeves.
PUMPED FLUIDS VARIANTS:
 Petrochemical industry: cleaned fuel, oil pumping, consistent lubricants.
 Food industry: Chocolate, syrups, molasses, food oils.
 Paper&pulp industry: Black liquor, sodium silicate
 Chemical industry: Solvent transfer (VOCs), Grease, Fire-fighting foam (aqueous film-forming foam),
Creosote Wax, Glues, adhesives, Asphalt.
 Pumps for special operation conditions: Petrochemical industry — lubricating oil packaging, marine
applications — desorption, liquid and POL pumping, industrial processes— alkalis, solvents (volatile
organic compounds), asphalts, molasses, polyol.
 Pumps for polluted fluids and fluids with abrasive materials: Waste solvents (volatile organic
compounds), used oil products, polygraphic ink, paints, oil paints, paper&pulp industry - calcium
stearate.
 Industrial processes— Saturated polyol, magnetic tape – ferric oxide, crude oil.
 STAINLESS STEEL 316 PUMPSFood industry: Corn syrup, chocolate, fruit juices.




Paints: Rubber latex emulsion SNP, soap sulphonic acid, liquid soap
Industrial processes: Industrial solvents (volatile organic compounds), sodium hydroxide, resins.
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Pump unit TANKER AOZH for pumping antiicing fluids
The pumps TANKER-AOZH are applied for pumping
antiicing fluids (deicing fluids, de-icers), solvents, reagents,
sulphates, vegetable oils, urea and acids.
The pump is made from stainless steel with external
ball bearings, non-metal and extra strong vanes, elastomers
and chemically treated seal packing.
The pump Tanker AOZH has a regulated safety valve,
universal mounting bracket and has the function of start at
the atmospheric pressure in the suction line.
Advantages
The tanker AOZH has the function of fast fluid drain as a rule, the tank with the volume 22,700 liters (6,000
gallons) is drained for 24 minutes.
Non-metal vanes have the self-correction function which allows operating without lubrication at selfsuction for some small period of time without pump damaging.
The pump is easy to maintain as internal wear affects virtually its vanes only, and these vanes can be
easily replaced by expedient means.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Parameters
Performance
Differential pressure
Velocity
Operation temperature

TANKER-AOZH 20

TANKER-AOZH 57

to 333 lpm (20 m3/h)

to 946 lpm (57 m3/h)
up to 8.6 bar

up to 1,200 rpm (shaft rotations)

up to 800 rpm (shaft rotations)

up to +115 °C

OPTIONS
Hydraulic drives: also available with a cooling device which are specially adjusted for specific use.
Pump shaft rotation
The pumps TANKER AOZH are equipped with a drive double-ended shaft for clockwise and counterclockwise
rotation.
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Mobile stand-alone fuel dispenser TANKER-M150 for diesel fuel with an internal combustion
engine.
A compact stand-alone high-performance fuel dispenser
TANKER-М150 is intended for fast fueling of motor transport,
special, agricultural and military equipment with diesel fuel in field
conditions.
The dispenser is equipped with a petrol internal
combustion engine and intended for operation in field conditions.
This compact engine has small dimensions and weight and is easy
to start at any weather conditions.
The important feature of this dispenser is that it has a high
performance of 150 lpm and is a self-priming one at small
dimensions. The pumps equipped with DC engines have a
maximum performance 85-90 lpm at useful currents up to 40 — 50
A. Not every type of battery and generator are able to operate
under such current values, and as a rule, it requires expensive long
wires for pump easy operation.
THIS COLUMN IS UNIQUE FOR RUSSIAN MARKET, THERE ARE NO COUNTERPARTS.
Because of the powerful and compensated petrol engine the mobile dispenser TANKER has good
hydraulic indicators. The engine is easy-to-operate and has given a good account in operating companies.
The body structure of the mobile dispenser TANKER is made as a spatial frame with wheels.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Performance, lpm: 150,
 Weight, kg: 50,
 Operating ambient temperature, оС: from -35 to 40,
 Dimensions (length, width, depth), mm: 53*60*50.
SCOPE OF DELIVERY:
 Pump TANKER-150,
 Petrol internal combustion engine.
 Meter OGM-A-40,
 Intake hose PVC reinforced with a metal spiral 6 m long with an intake valve and filtering mesh.
 Dispensing hose 6 m with a dispensing valve.
 Grounding pin with a 1 m long rope.
 Option: filter+air separator.
 Special version with a diesel internal combustion engine.
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Mini-dispenser TANKER-60 and TANKER-80.
Performance 60 or 80 lpm, Voltage 220V.
The mini dispenser TANKER is intended for pumping and
metering diesel fuel with the viscosity 2 - 5.35 cSt at the temperature -40
to +40 0С. The dispenser is intended for motor transport and special
equipment fueling.
The mini-dispenser TANKER is produced by Chelyabinsk Fuel
Equipment Plant. The dispenser has small dimensions and weight. It is
assembled from high-quality component parts which have been used at
various facilities under different operation conditions for a long time. The
pumps of the TANKER trademark are produced in Russia at production
facilities of Miass and Chelyabinsk. All pumps pass several stages of quality inspection and are subject to final
testing before being sent to the customer with the volume 1 ton of pumped fluid at least. At the manufacture
of fuel dispensers the company uses reliable component parts with a good safety factor which differs them
from the Chinese parts, light and cheap.
The pumps TANKER are self-priming and equipped with a bypass valve.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version

Mini-dispenser TANKER-80-220 and TANKER-60-220.
220V 750 V
from 60 to 80 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 55, -20 + 60

and

Scope of delivery
Net weight
Type of mechanical meter
and its precision

Up to 4 meters with a reverse valve at the suction line
Manual TR1610
Metal panel with a projection thickness 3 mm, BASE COAT,
or a mobile frame from a circular tube
Suction, transparent, armored hose - 2 meters, pressure hose MBS GOST 4
meters.
22 kg.
K-44 China 1%, basic variant
К33 Italy 1%

Option: Metal cabinet with a key

Electronic flowmeter
Designation at order:
Mini- dispenser TANKER 80-220 A I

К33 Italy 1%
A – Met. Panel, С - Mobile frame, З met. cabinet
Pump type – TANKER-60 or TANKER-80
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Mini-dispenser TANKER 100-220
Performance 100 lpm, voltage 220 V (by order 380 V).
The mini dispenser TANKER 100 is intended for pumping and
metering diesel fuel with the viscosity 2 - 5.35 cSt at the temperature -40
to +40 0С. The dispenser is intended for motor transport and special
equipment fueling.
This dispenser peculiarity is that it uses the pump TANKER-100
with improved characteristics. The performance, pressure, vacuum and
head are higher than those characteristic for the pump TANKER 80 and its
counterparts from other manufacturers. The pump characteristics allowed
using various component parts in TANKER-100, and this provides for additional operation advantages. The
pumps TANKER are self-priming and allow using a dispensing valve with automatic shutdown.
Availability of such dispenser at the operated facility provides for fast equipment fueling!
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation
safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version

Mini-dispenser TANKER -100
220V or 380V – specify at the order
Up to 100 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 55, -40 + 60

and

Scope of delivery
Net weight
Type of mechanical meter
and its precision

Up to 4.5 meters with a reverse valve
Manual TR1610
Metal panel with a projection thickness 2 mm, BASE COAT,
or a mobile frame from a circular tube
Suction, transparent, armored hose - 2 meters, pressure hose MBS GOST 4 meters.
22 kg.
23 kg.
30 kg.
K-44 China 1%- basic
К33 Italy 1%
OGM-ADD-25 0.5% (0.25)
variant
25China0.5%
State verification

OPTIONS ADDITIONALLY TO THE PRICE:
Valve with automatic shutdown
Cleaned filter 100 micron
Filter 30 micron Cim-Tek series 400
Separator filter 30 micron or fine filter 5 u, m (the performance decreases to 80 lpm)
Separator filter TANKER-5 25 micron (the performance decreases to 80 lpm)

Metal cabinet with a key
Electronic flowmeter

DESIGNATION AT ORDER:
Mini-dispenser TANKER 100-220 A I N F
F-Filter, S-Separator
Automatic valve
I-K33, G-OGM, DD- DD25
A – Met. Panel, 3-Cabinet, C-Frame
220 V or 380V
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Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-220 (380)

Performance 150 lpm, voltage 220 V (by order 380 V).
The mini dispenser TANKER 150 is intended for pumping and metering
diesel fuel with the viscosity 2 - 5.35 cSt at the temperature -40 to +40 0С. The
dispenser is intended for motor transport and special equipment fueling.
This dispenser is unique at the market, there are no counterparts. The
dispenser uses a high-performance pump. The pump TANKER 150 has perfect
dynamic characteristics performance, pressure vacuum and head.
The pumps TANKER are self-priming.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation
safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version

Mini-dispenser TANKER -150
220V or 380V – specify at the order
Up to 150 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 55, -40 + 60

and

Scope of delivery
Net weight
Type of mechanical meter and
its precision

Up to 5 meters with a reverse valve
Manual AS-290
Metal panel with a projection thickness 2 mm, BASE COAT,
or a mobile frame from a circular tube
Suction, transparent, armored hose PVC DU40 - 2 meters, pressure hose MBS GOST DU 40 4 meters
30
30
40
OGM-A-40China0.5%
К700 Italy, 0.5%
PPO-40 0.5%or 0.25 State
verification

Options additionally to the price:
Valve with automatic shutdown
Cleanable filter 100 micron Renson
Separator filter PIUSI 30 micron - cartridge filter
Separator filter TANKER-5, 25 micron (duplex filter)
Metal cabinet with a key

Electronic flowmeter

DESIGNATION AT ORDER:
Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-220 A I N F
F-Filter, S-Separator
Automatic valve
I-K700, G-OGM, PP-PPO-40
A-met. Panel, 3-Cabinet, C-Frame
220ВV or 380V
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Fuel dispensing dispenser TANKER with a possibility to release a set dose
Mini dispenser Tanker 100-220AK, Tanker 150-220AK
Performance 100 and 150 lpm (by a special order the company
installs the pump60 or 80 l/m).
Voltage 220 V (by order 380 V).








Mini dispenser TANKER 100 / 150 is intended for pumping and
metering diesel fuel with the viscosity 2 - 5.35 cSt at the temperature -25 to
+40 0С. The dispenser is intended for motor transport and special
equipment fueling.
The dispenser uses high-performance pumps TANKER which have
perfect characteristics - performance, pressure, suction and head.
EQUIPMENT ADVANTAGES:

Mini dispensing fuel dispenser with a possibility of releasing a set
dose– controlling the pump or electromagnetic valve (option).
Setting a price for a liter.
Calibration option.
Viewing the last 10 fueling by the amount and volume.
Possibility to reset final meter indications (password protection).
LCD display with additional lighting performing extra heating function.
Impact and frost resistant body with the protection IP 65 (optionally) with the possibility of local
installation or outside location to 10 meters - by additional order.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation
safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version

and

Mini-dispenser TANKER 100-AK
Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-AK
220V or 380V – specify at the order
Up to 100 lpm
Up to 150 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 55, -25 + 60
Up to 5 meters with a reverse valve
Automatic MD-120
Automatic AC-200
Metal panel with a projection thickness 2 mm, BASE COAT,
or a mobile frame from a circular tube
Suction, transparent, armored hose PVC- 2 meters, pressure hose MBS GOST 4 meters
30
30
Tanker-04D-25 0.5%
Tanker-04D-40 0.5%

Scope of delivery
Net weight
Controller
Options additionally to the price:
Electromagnetic valve
Body IP 65 Impact resistant body
Controller with unmanned fuel release by cards KALIBR
Filter 100 micron Renson
Separator filter PIUSI 30 micron
Separator filter TANKER-5 25 micron (duplex filter)
Metal cabinet with a key

DESIGNATION AT ORDER:
Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-220 A K N F
Filter + Separator
Valve with automatic shutdown
K-Controller Tanker 04D, B-Controller Kalibr
A-met. Panel, 3-Cabinet, C-Frame
220 V or 380V
Performance 100 or 150 (60 or 80 is also possible)
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High-performance fuel dispenser for diesel fuel
TANKER-200 TANKER-300 TANKER-185
Performance 185,200 2 and 300 lpm, voltage 220 V (by order 380
V),12 or24V.
The dispenser TANKER 185,200, 300 is intended for pumping and
metering diesel fuel with the viscosity 2 - 5.35 cSt at the temperature -40 to
+40 0С. The dispenser is intended for motor transport, locomotives and
special equipment fueling.
The dispenser uses high-performance pumps. The pump TANKER has
perfect dynamic characteristics: performance, pressure, vacuum and head.
A fuel dispenser is a modular structure consisting of block for
pumping and metering the amount of fuel and a dispenser control block.
The pumping and metering block has various modifications TANKER185,TANKER-200 and TANKER-300, it consists of the pumps TANKER, an electromagnetic valve and flowmeter.
By default the pumping block is produce to be able of dispensing fuel through 1 hose, by separate order the
number of hoses can be increased up to 4.The pumps TANKER are self-priming and equipped with a bypass
valve.
DISPENSING COLUMN CONTROL BLOCKS:
 The control block TANKER 04D with the possibility of setting a dose from a local keyboard.
 The control block TANKER 04/2 has a possibility to dispense fuel from a local keyboard and from the
control board located in the operator’s room, can be connected to the computer for fuel dispensing
control and metering. By default it controls one dispensing hose but the control area can be extended to 4
hoses.
 Controller for unmanned fuel dispensing and metering by non-contact cards, the transfer of data to the
central office by GSM or via wires, control of users and limits, possibility to connect the system of metering
fuel in containers. By default it controls one dispensing hose but the control area can be extended to 2 or 4
hoses by order.
Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation safety and
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version
Scope of delivery
Valve
Controller

Fuel dispenser
TANKER 185
12 or 24 V
Up to 185 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 55, -40 + 60

Fuel dispenser
Fuel dispenser
TANKER 200
TANKER 300
220V or 380V – specify at the order
Up to 200 lpm
Up to 300 lpm

Up to 5 meters with a reverse valve
Manual AS-290
Frame from a circular tube, BASE COAT painted, metal plated.
Discharge hose MBS GOST 6 m.
Electromagnetic, normally closed, single-ranged
Tanker-04D-50 0.5%
Tanker-04D-40 0.5%

Re-equipment options:
Pump with a performance of 400 lpm.
Flowmeter with the state verification PPO-40 precision class 0.5 or 0.25
Tanker-04D Body IP 65 - Fuel dispensing from a local keyboard, LCD display
Tanker-04/2 Body IP 55 - Fuel dispensing from a local keyboard, with a possibility of control from the board in the
operator’s room and cоntrol over 2 (4) hoses, LED
Controller with unmanned fuel release by cards KALIBR
Filter 100 or 50 micron (cleanable) FZHU
Separator filter
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Fuel dispensers TANKER-B for petrol or kerosene 12,24, 220, 380V.
The fuel dispenser TANKER-B is intended for pumping and
metering petrol, kerosene or diesel fuel.
The dispenser is intended for motor transport and special
equipment fueling.
The fuel dispenser uses various pumps produced in Spain, Italy,
Russia, China as well as various meters. It is possible to make versions on
the frame, panel and in the metal cabinet.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Name
Supply voltage
Pump performance
Pressure
Operation
safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version

and

Scope of delivery
Type ofa meter
precision

and

Mini-dispenser Tanker
12, 24, 220, 380V.
from 60 to 100 lpm
Up to 2 atm
IP 54, from — 40 to + 60 (depends on the scope of delivery) Ex

Up to 5 meters with a reverse valveat the suction line
Automatic or manual
Metal panel with a projection thickness 2 mm
Coating base coat or mobile frame from a non-circular tube
Suction, transparent, armored hose PVC— 2 meters, pressure hose MBS GOST 4
meters.
its MG80V 1%,
К33
Fill-Rite 807 DD-25 or PPO-25 Tanker-04D-25
Spain
Italy 1%
USA 1%
0.5%, 0.25%
0.5%
State verification

OPTIONS:
Metal cabinet with a key
Cleanable filter 100 micron
Filter 10 micron Cim-Tek
Separator filter TANKER-5, 25 micron
Tanker-04D Body IP 65 - Fuel dispensing from a local keyboard, LCD display
Tanker-04/2 Body IP 54 , Fuel dispensing from a local keyboard, with a possibility of control from the board in
the operator’s room and cоntrol over 2 (4) hoses, LED
Controller with unmanned fuel release by cards KALIBR
Pump with the performance (150 lpm)
DESIGNATION AT ORDER:
Mini- dispenser Tanker B 60 А 220 I N F—Filter
Automatic valve
К33, MG, FR, К-Controller Tanker 04D, PPO, DD
220V, 380V, 12V, 24V.
A-Met. Panel, 3-Cabinet, C-Frame
Performance lpm
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Columns TANKER-M for POL dispensing
Oil-filling pumps, Antifreeze, cooling fluid, AdBlue, glass cleaner, etc. dispensers
Our company produces oil dispensers in various sets and
versions. Virtually every customer’s facility is individual and requires a
customized approach. We manufacture dispensers with the help of the
equipment from leading Russian and Asian suppliers.
Widely applied components parts are always available at our
storage facility, less common parts can be ordered from the storages of
distributors and representatives of the manufacturing companies, if
necessary, we order equipment from abroad.
Our already 10-year expertize in production of non-standard
equipment allows manufacturing convenient sets ready for operation. In
addition to producing the dispenser, we can manufacture a whole oil
dispensing point in a container or organize the point of delivery and
metering POLs at the company’s POL storage.
1. Specify the fluid type for pumping
Fluid types
Fluid parameters
Number of points for metering
Operation conditions
Pump supply voltage
Pump performance and pressure

Structural design

Oil

Cooling fluid

Antifreeze

glass
Specify your fluid type
cleaner
At order specify the fluid viscosity and temperature
Specify the number of measuring lines, dispensers, etc.
Specify the ambient temperature, Explosion-proof or General industrial version
Available pumps with the supply voltage 12 V, 24 V, 220 V, 380 V.
Air pumps. Manual pumps
Specify the pump performance in lpm or cbm/h.
In case there are any pressure requirements, specify the pressure value.

Mobile frame from a Metal panel easily Stationary or fixed Metal cabinet with a lock. Version for outside
circular tube.
fixed on the tank, frame on which the
location in the form of
wall, etc.
equipment is fixed with
the fuel dispenser a barrel.
floor-standing or
suspended.

Approximate photo:

Meter type or metering systems

Hose
Filtration

Mechanical or
electronic meter on
the dispensing gun or
the— meter — doser

Mechanical or Electronic meter with a Electronic system of
electronic meter
keyboard to set the
unmanned fuel
near the pump dispensing dose - doser dispensing by electronic
cards.

Electronic measuring
indicator for
commercial and
department filling
stations with control
from the operator’s
board

Specify the length of a dispensing hose and the necessity to install the coil for the hose.
Specify the method of fluid taking from the container, the necessity to install an intake tube, filter bed, etc.
Specify the availability of a filter and its purification degree, desired
service life

Describe all additional data you think it is necessary to specify.
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Petrol pump TANKER series ABF for fueler
High-performance fuel dispenser TANKER is intended for re-equipping
a tank vehicle into a fuel truck and is intended for the installation on the petrol
tanker or fueling trailer frame, etc. Due to the use of high-performance pumps
the fuel filling time decreases by 2-3 times (depends on the pump type).
Suitable for diesel fuel or petrol. The dispenser is compact, suitable for a car,
has a convenient cover with sealing and stops.
The dispenser TANKER includes: pump, fuel meter, filter located in the
locking cabinet preventing water and dirt ingress.
STANDARD SCOPE OF DELIVERY:










A self-priming pump for oil pumping (from 50 to 150 lpm and up to 500
lpm, depends on the dispenser set and the used pump type)
Pump supply voltage – 220, 380, 12 or 24V (or diesel or petrol internal combustion engine)
Self-priming lift (depth) - up to 4 meters.
Metal cabinet locked by key.
Mechanical fuel amount meter (by order - electronic system of fuel dispensing by cards).
Discharge hose— 4 meters, 19, 25 or 38 mm.
Fuel coarse filter.
Manual dispensing valve (automatic - by order).

Tanker 50 ABF-24/12 MT 1.0
Tanker 70 ABF-24/12 DF 1.0
Tanker 50 ABF-24/12 MT 0.5
Tanker 70 ABF-24/12 DF 0.5
Tanker 70ABF-220V MT 1.0
Tanker 70ABF-220V MT 0.5
Tanker 110ABF-220V MT 1.0
Tanker 50ABF-24/12 MT 1.0
Tanker 50ABF-24/12 MT 0.5
Tanker 85ABF-24/12 MT 1.0
Tanker 85ABF-24/12 MT 0.5
Tanker 100ABF-220 DF 1.0
Tanker 100ABF-220 DF 0.5
Tanker 150ABF-220 DF

50
70
50
70
70
70
110
50
50
85
85
100
100
150

MT/DF
MT/DF
MT/DF
MT/DF
MT/DF
MT/DF
MT/DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF

24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
220V
220 V
220V
24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
24Vor 12V
220V
220V
220

Tanker 200ABF-220 DF

200

DF

220

Tanker 300ABF-220 DF

300

DF

220

Tanker 400ABF-380 DF

400

DF/MT 380

Tanker 400ABF-380 DF

550

DF/MT 380

Tanker 150ABF-ICE DF

150

DF

ICE Diesel

Tanker 400ABF-ICE DF

400

DF

ICE Diesel

Tanker 550ABF-ICE DF

550

DF

ICE Diesel

1%
1%
0.5%
0.5%
1%
0.5%
2%
1%
0.5%
1%
0.5%
1%
0.5%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%
0.5%
0.25%

10
10
10
10
10
10
100
30
30
30
30
30
30
or 30

30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min
Not limited
Not limited
Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

or 30

Not limited

Type ofmeter

Operation
mode

Filtration degree,
micron

Precision class

Supply

Fuel type

Name

Performance lpm,
not more

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

MG80
MG80
DD 25
DD25
MG80
DD25
FR901
К33
DD25
К33
DD25
К33
DD25
PPO -40/
OGM-40 / M -40-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -40-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -40-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -50-1
PPT -65/
OGM-80 / M -80-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -40-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -50-1
PPT -65/
OGM-80 / M -80-1

Tanker 900ABF-ICE DF

800

DF/Oil ICE Diesel

Tanker 100ABF-N/A DF

100

Tanker 400ABF-N/A DF

400

Tanker 800ABF-N/A DF

800

DF/MT The fueler pump is
used
DF/MT The fueler pump is
used
DF/MT The fueler pump is
used

0.5% or
0.25%
0.5% or
0.25%
0.5% or
0.25%
0.5% or
0.25%

Type ofmeter

Operation
mode

Filtration degree,
micron

Supply

Fuel type

Performance lpm,
not more

Name

Precision class
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30

Not limited

30

Not limited

30

Not limited

30

Not limited

PPT -80/
OGM-80 / М-80N-1
PPO-25/DD-25/
OGM-25 / M -40-1
PPO -40/
OGM-50 / M -50-1
PPV -80/
OGM-80 / М-80N-1

Module of fuel pumping and indication TANKER
The module of fuel pumping and indication is intended for loading
and unloading of fuelers and various containers, including buried tanks.
Pumped fluids: petrol, diesel fuel or kerosene, alcohol (by special order solvents, acids, etc.). It is equipped with an electrical pump having an
explosion-proof electric engine, coarse filter and fuel meter. Due to the
availability of the fuel quantity indication meter with the precision class 0.25%
it is possible to perform commercial fuel dispensing.
The module is manufactured in compliance with the questionnaire and can be
made in various versions: open or closed, stationary or mobile. The module is
equipped with various filters, pumps and meters and by order it can be equipped with all necessary devices: Electrical
cabinet, control system, fuel cleaning system, gas separator, isolation valve station, fire extinguishers, pressure gauges,
temperature sensors, heaters, etc.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Model
MKT
380.300.025.40.100
MKT
380.333.025.40.100
MKT
380.366.025.40.100
MKT
380.566.025.80.100
MKT
380.750.025.80.80
MKT Revers
380.366.025.40.100

Performance,
< m3/h

Filtration
degree,
micron

Self-priming
lift

Head

Electric engine
capacity

Electric
pump type

Type of
meter

Voltage, V

Input
/outp
ut
mm

18

100

0

18

2.2

KM 65-40140Е

PPO 40

380

40/40

20

100

4.5 m

30

5.5

ASCL 01A-m

PPO 40

380

65/40

22

100

6.5

20

5.5

ASVN 80

PPO 40

380

80/40

36

100

6.5

26

11

ASVN 80

PPV100

380

45

100

0

15

3

KM 80-65140Е

PPV100

380

20-36 two-way
delivery

100

6.5

20

5.5

ASVN 80

PPO40

380

 Supply- 380V
 Filtration degree – 100 (50) micron
 Meter precision - 0.25% (0.5%)
 Operating temperature -40+50
BASIC CONFIGURATION OF MAIN NODES AND UNITS:
1. Fuel electric pump AVSN 80 explosion-proof
2. Fluid meter PPO, PPV, OGM, Precision class 0.25, 0.5
3. Filter FZHU
4. Welded frame structure.
5. Data sheet, operation manual, compliance certificate, data
component parts.

sheets

80/10
0
80/10
0
80/80

for
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Reversal unit tanker for pumping and metering diesel fluid, alcohol, kerosene, petrol, oil
The module TANKER is intended for POL, oil products, alcohol,
kerosene, solvent and other fluid (depending on the version) pumping and
metering. The module can solve various problems tank parks can have
under different operation conditions.
The module flowchart can be manufactured by the customer’s
requirements.
Equipment for the module is used both in the general industrial
and explosion-proof version. The module is made in various design
options - stationary or a mobile one on the automatic chassis.
The module frame is manufactured from a light-weight non-circular pipe. Painted in various colours
with a high quality paint. The frame is equipped with supports or wheels or transporting lugs. The module is
custom-made in compliance with the customer’s requirements, the documents are developed for each set.
The module key characteristics depend on the equipment used in it.
The module of fuel pumping and metering is intended for the operation with light oil products: petrol,
diesel fuel or kerosene (specified at order), alcohol, solvent, acid. Manufactured for fuel intake and dispensing
without changing the configuration of the suction and pressure lines, i.e., there is a possibility to reverse the
flow. Equipped with the pump with an explosion-proof electrical engine. Due to the availability of the fuel
quantity indication meter with the precision class up to 0.25% it is possible to perform commercial fuel
dispensing. The module frame is plated with steel 0.4-1 mm and painted with enamel. To prevent the access to
the equipment, there is a possibility to install a lock on a service hatch.
*Optionally can be equipped with a gas separator (air separator), filter or filter separator.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Supply - 380 V
 Pump performance up to 20 cubic meters/hour
 Filtration degree – 100 micron
 Meter precision - 0.25%
 Operating temperature -40+50
STANDARD CONFIGURATION OF MAIN NODES AND UNITS:
 Fuel electric pump AVSN-80 5.5 kV explosion-proof
 Counting device PPO-40 SU 0.6 Precision class 0.25
 Filter FZHU-40/0.6 100 micron
 Plated welded frame structure.
 Explosion-proof start button.
 Data sheet, operation manual, compliance certificate, data sheets for component parts, note on the meter
verification.
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Stationary and mobile fuel metering and pumping units TANKER on the basis of console monoblock
pumps
The module TANKER is intended for POL, oil products,
alcohol, kerosene, solvent and other fluid (depending on the
version) pumping and metering. The module can solve various
problems tank parks can have under different operation
conditions.
Equipment for the module is used both in the general
industrial and explosion-proof version. The module is made in
various design options - stationary or a mobile one on the
automatic chassis.
The module frame is manufactured from a light-weight
non-circular pipe. Painted in various colours with a high quality paint. The frame is equipped with supports or
wheels or transporting lugs. The modules is custom-made in compliance with the customer’s requirements.
The module key characteristics depend on the equipment used in it.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Precision of meter measurement
DU
Ambient temperature
Self-suction
Performance
Filtration
Supply voltage

From 0.2 up to 1%
From 15 up to 150 mm
from -40 to +50
Depends on the pump — up to 5 — 7 meters
From 40 to 500 lpm
From 5 to 150 micron
12V, 24V, 220V, 380V, motor pump
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Mobile units of metering and pumping of fuel, oil, acid, alkalis on the basis of the motor pump
TANKER
The module TANKER is intended for simultaneous pumping
and metering several POL types, oil products and other fluids
(depending on the version). The module can solve various
problems under different operation conditions.
Equipment for the module is used both in the general
industrial and explosion-proof version. The module is
manufactured in various designs: large-capacity trolley for moving
along the facility territory, tractor trailer, full trailer with a vehicle
certificate of ownership (load-carrying capacity up to 2,000 kg),
truck trailer with a vehicle certificate of ownership, chassis KAMAZ.
The module frame is manufactured from a light-weight non-circular pipe and coloured with a highquality base coat. The module can be manufactured as an open platform or a welded frame with a canvass or
the box from sandwich panels (optional heating). The module is custom-made in compliance with the
customer’s requirements, the documents are developed for each set. The module key characteristics depend
on the equipment used in it.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Precision of meter measurement
DU
Ambient temperature
Self-suction
Performance
Filtration
Supply voltage

From 0.2 up to 1%
From 15 up to 150 mm
from -40 to +50
Depends on the pump — up to 5 — 7 meters
From 40 to 500 lpm and more
From 5 to 100 micron
12V, 24V, 220V, 380V, motor pump
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Automatic fuel dispenser TANKER 100 and TANKER 150
with unmanned fuel dispensing
Performance 100 and 150 lpm, voltage 220 V (by order 380 V).
The fuel dispenser TANKER 100 and TANKER 150 is intended for the use at
temperatures from — 40 to +45 С. The dispenser is intended for motor transport
and special equipment filling with diesel fueling. This dispenser is unique at the
market, there are no counterparts. The dispenser uses high-performance pumps.
The pump TANKER has perfect dynamic characteristics— performance, pressure
vacuum and head.
Fuel dispensers are capable of releasing the set dose after the driver’s
authorization with the help of a non-contact unmanned operator. The dispenser
can function 24/7 without being connected to the central office.
Technical characteristics:
Name

Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-KMAZS

Supply voltage

220V or 380V – specify at the order

Pump performance

Up to 100 lpm

Pressure
Operation
safety
temperature
Self-priming lift
Dispensing valve
Version
Scope of delivery

Mini-dispenser TANKER 150-KMAZS

Up to 150 lpm
Up to 4 atm.

and

IP 54, -40 +50 (EX- by order)
Up to 5 meters with a reverse valve
Automatic MD-120

Automatic AC-200

Metal frame with metal panels
Discharge hose MBS GOST 4 m — 2 pieces
KMAZS - controller of POL dispensing at in-house metering

Controller

Separator filter

TANKER-5 5 micron

KMAZS allows automating the process of fueling transport vehicles without involvement of filling station
operators, improving control over POL consumption, preventing material stealing, providing for the possibility
to register events with the subsequent analysis of all operations on POL dispensing, conduct a remote
monitoring of the equipment operation, obtain information on the remaining POL in the containers, perform
timely changing of the limits of dispensing fuel for any consumer.
KMAZS is intended for the installation and operation at the open platform of a fuel filling station in close
proximity to the fuel dispenser and POL containers in the explosion hazardous area zone 2 in compliance with
GOST R 51330, 14-99.
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Mobile and stationary fuel metering and filtration units on the basis of TANKER ANSV -1000/5 (11-15
kW, 60 m³ /h) and TANKER ANSV 300/3 (2.2-3 kW)

Self-priming pumps of the NSV type and electric pump units
ANSV made on their basis are intended for pumping oil products:
petrol, kerosene, diesel fuel, oils and other dark and oil products
without mechanical impurities, the kinematic viscosity is not more
than 20х10-4 m²/sec and the temperature from–40 to +70 С.
The unit can be supplied with an explosion-proof or general
industrial engine. By special order the pump NSV can be equipped with
a diesel internal combustion engine. The pump can comprise gears
which allows achieving high performance at slow running, high head,
significant suction head and low noise level.

The pump body is manufactured from aluminum alloy, has small dimensions and lighter weight
comparing with the counterparts of the same class which allows its use both at fuelers and as a part of the
pump unit with an electric engine in pump stations on oil tank farms.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Name of indicator
Pumped fluid type
Maximum performance, lpm
Head, m
Pressure at the pump output, MPa
Permitted suction head, m
Diameter of input and output hole
Shaft rotation velocity, rpm
Pump capacity, kW
Direction of pump shaft rotation
Unit weight, kg, not more

ANSV -1000/5
diesel fuel, oil, petrol, kerosene
1000
60
0.5
7
80
700 -1250
11
Left, right
200

ANSV -300/3
300
30
0.3
5
50
700 -1250
2.2
Left, right
9

The pump comprises gears which allows achieving high performance at slow running, high head,
significant suction head and low noise level.
A safety valve (in the models NSV-300/3) intended for a short-time pumping fluid carryover from the
decreasing space into the suction space in case of excessive pressure increase in the discharge pipe.
The unit explosion-proof version with the voltage 220 V is implemented by means of the supply of the
unit with a launching control board TANKER - SHCHP 220/380/2.2.
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Reversal unit TANKER of an open type for pumping and metering diesel fluid, alcohol, kerosene,
petrol, oil
The module TANKER is intended for POL, oil
products, alcohol, kerosene, solvent and other fluid
(depending on the version) pumping and metering. The
module can solve various problems tank parks can have
under different operation conditions.
The module flowchart can be manufactured by the
customer’s requirements.
Equipment for the module is used both in the
general industrial and explosion-proof version. The module is
made in various design options - stationary or a mobile one
on the automatic chassis.
The module frame is manufactured from a light-weight non-circular pipe. Painted in various colours
with a high quality paint. The module is custom-made in compliance with the customer’s requirements, the
documents are developed for each set. The module key characteristics depend on the equipment used in it.
The module of fuel pumping and metering is intended for the operation with light oil products: petrol,
diesel fuel or kerosene (specified at order), alcohol, solvent, acid. Manufactured for fuel intake and dispensing
without changing the configuration of the suction and pressure lines, i.e., there is a possibility to reverse the
flow. Equipped with the pump with an explosion-proof electrical engine. Due to the availability of the fuel
quantity indication meter with the precision class up to 0.25% it is possible to perform commercial fuel
dispensing. The module frame is plated with steel 0.4-1 mm and painted with enamel. To prevent the access to
the equipment, there is a possibility to install a lock on a service hatch.
*Optionally can be equipped with a gas separator (air separator), filter or filter separator.
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
 Supply - 380 V
 Pump performance up to 34 cubic meters/hour
 Filtration degree – 100 micron
 Meter precision - 0.25% or 0.5%
 Operating temperature -40+50
STANDARD CONFIGURATION OF MAIN NODES AND UNITS:
 Electric pump AVSN-80 11 kW explosion-proof version
 Metering device OGM-80, PPT-80, PPV-100
 Filter FZHU-80
 Welded frame structure.
 Explosion-proof start button and power cabinet
 Data sheet/operation manual, compliance certificate, data sheets for component parts.
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Separator filter TANKER 5
The issue of fuel cleaning from dirt and water has always been relevant. To solve
the problem, we manufacture the equipment intended for fine cleaning of diesel fuel,
petrol and kerosene
INTENDED USE:
Separator filters TANKER 5 are intended for the operation in the fuel filling and
refilling systems (diesel fuel, petrol, kerosene, jet fuel). Filtering nodes are supplied with
three various options (separator, micro-filter, absorber) with the cleaning fineness from
1, 5, 10 and up to 25 micron, water separation with the efficiency up to 99,9%. Fuel
viscosity from 0.55 to 6 mm2/sec, temperature from -40 to +90.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Net weight 15 kg

Filter dimensions in kit form DShV cm: 230*230*645

Connection: threaded input/output 1½“intern./1½“extern.

Nominal width: 25mm

The ambient temperature: from minus 40 up to plus 90.

Maximum velocity of fluid flow*

Cartridge resource: 500,000 liters (an average service life of the cartridge is specified - it can
significantly change depending on the fuel quality. The specified values correspond to 3,500 g of dry residue).
The filter should be replaced at pressure difference at the gauges shown in Table 1.

Moisture disengagement degree: up to 99%

Flask volume: 15 liters

Settler volume: 500 ml

Cover: hybrid polyether powder pain - black.
Flow velocity for each type of fluid lpm
Pressure difference - filter
replacement
Diesel
Petrol
Kerosene
Separator
94.6
189.3
246
1.1 kg/cm3
Microfilter
113.6
227.1
283
1.4 kg/cm3
Absorption device
98.4
208
265
2.1 kg/cm3
*To achieve the best quality of filtering and moisture disengagement, one should decrease the maximum flow
velocity by 20-40%.
*The throughput capacity falls depending on filter clogging
* Efficient moisture absorption occurs if its concentration in the fuel does not exceed 1%. In case the water
content in the fuel is higher, it is recommended to put the fuel for settling before filtration.
Filter type

FILTER OPERATING PRINCIPLE AND CONSTRUCTION
Through a pipeline fuel passes to the filter body where it is subject to 2 cleaning steps (for a
separator), at the first step fuel passes through an external cartridge wall where it is cleaned from the particles
with the size exceeding 25 micron. Further, it passes through an internal wall where water is separated from
the fuel, and the cleaned fuel is released from the filter body through the outlet nozzle. The water cleaned at
the second step passes to the settler located at the low body part. After that, water is discharged through a
drainage valve. For the convenience of control over water filling at the settler, the latter is equipped with an
access door with a float emerging on water. To control the cartridge contamination, the filter is equipped with
pressure gauges.
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Separator filter for diesel fuel MKT TANKER-5 FSM “mobile”
At present flawless and continuous operation of transport vehicles is a
key factor of the companies’ success, traffic safety and good economic benefit
for the companies as well as the sustainability of family budget of private
individuals. Flawless and long-term operation of the engines of our cars,
generators, special equipment as well as boilers, burners requires clean fuel. To
deliver the produced fuel in a cleaned form to the end customer is a very difficult
task. Fuel is subject to several stages of pumping, storing in various containers,
and unstable climate inevitable causes the occurrence of condensation water,
and as a result fuel goes to water.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF MKT TANKER-5 FS:







Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel.
The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 micron.
Water separation or absorbing from 95% to 99.9%.
Filtering element metal flask with the volume of 15 liters or for duplex models 15x2=30 liters.
Pump performance TANKER-100 l/m and TANKER-150 lpm
Mechanical or electronic (by order) meter is equipped with two metering devices: current (released by the
button) and accumulated (not released) separator’s service life (error ±0.5%).
 Operation at the temperature from — 40С to +80С, Maximum estimated pressure 10 bar.
 Manual drainage valve, manual vent valve, sight glass, gauges to control filter contamination, oil and
petrol resistant hoses - 10 meters, ball valves, coarse filter at the pump input.
 The version on the 2-wheel trolley or 4-wheel trolley or on the frame without wheels.
OPTIONS: water presence sensor, fuel heater, pressure difference gauge, electronic fuel doser, GSM
controller, authorization for fuel dispensing by electronic keys or cards, manual or automatic fuel dispensing
gun, rotary connectors, quick disconnect joints, hoses of any length, final cleaning filter, etc.
APPLICATION AREA OF MKT TANKER-5 FS:
 Department, private and commercial filling stations, fuel dispensers for fueling any type of equipment.
 Systems for supply, bunkering, dispensing, filling/discharge and pumping of fuel.
 Air, petrol and diesel oil tank farms, storages, stock buildings and refuellers.
 Marine fueling quays.
 Fueling systems for large diesel engines.
BASIC VERSIONS:
Modification
MKT TANKER 220.100.25.DF
MKT TANKER 220.100.25.C.DF
MKT TANKER 220.150.25.DF
MKT TANKER 220.150.25.C.DF

Performance, l/m
100
100
150
150

Pump
power
supply, V.
220 (380)
220 (380)
220 (380)
220 (380)

Purification
degree,
micron
25
25
25
25

Fuel type
DF
DF
DF
DF

Mech.
meter
*
*
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Stationary separator filter TANKER-5FSS, filling and metering diesel fuel, kerosene, oil or petrol

Stationary unit for cleaning diesel fuel
(optionally — kerosene or petrol) from mechanical
impurities and water.
Stationary separator filters TANKER are intended for
fine cleaning of diesel fuel, oil, kerosene or petrol. The
filters TANKER 5 are used as a main filtering element.

THE TANKER UNITS FOR CLEANING FUEL AND OTHER LIQUIDS ARE SUPPLIED IN VARIOUS SETS AND
VERSIONS:
 It is possible to use a multi-step cleaning system. 1st step of FZHU. 2, 3, 4 steps filters tanker with
various cartridges. The 5th step of the final cleaning filters 1 or 5 micron.
 It is possible to supply the system equipped with various pump units: Pumps TANKER 100, TANKER
150, TANKER 200, TANKER 300, TANKER ANSV, TANKER ASVN, BSHM, TANKER SH, TANKER L, MOTOR
PUMP TANKER-049
 It is possible to supply the system with various metering devices OGM, series M, PPO-25, PPO-40, DD25, PPV-100, Darkont, VZO, ELMETRO, PIUSI, GESPASA, etc.
KEY CHARACTERISTICS:
 Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel, petrol ,kerosene, oil
 The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 -30 micron
 First cleaning step - 50, 100, 200 micron.
 Water separation or absorbing from 90% to 99.9%. (the purification degree depends on the water
content in fuel and the filter used).
 Filtering element metal flask
 Performance 40-1,000 lpm.
 Mechanical or electronic fuel meter.
 Self-priming pump: suction head — to 2, 4, 5 or to 8 m, pump capacity — to 30 m, electric power
supply 12V, 24V, 230V, 380V or diesel (petrol) motor drive.
 Gauges for monitoring pressure difference at the filtering element.
 Operation at the temperature from — 40С to +60С, Maximum estimated pressure 3 bar.
 Manual drain valve, sight glass (for filters in a metal flask), contamination indicator, oil and petrol
resistant hoses, ball valves.
 Version - on a frame or in a closed hopper or in a block modular container.
OPTIONS:
 Electronic water gauge,
 Filter flask heater,
 electronic fuel doser,
 GSM controller, authorization for dispensing by means of electronic keys or cards,
 manual or automatic fuel dispensing gun,
 rotary connectors, and many other things.
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APPLICATION AREA:
 Department, private and commercial filling stations, fuel dispensers for fueling any type of equipment.
 Systems for supply, bunkering, dispensing, filling/discharge and pumping of fuel.
 Air, petrol and diesel oil tank farms, storages, stock buildings and refuellers.
 Marine fueling quays.
 Fueling systems for large diesel engines.
 Boiler houses
 Oil tank farms and oil product storages.
BASIC VERSIONS:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7.1
8
9

10
11
12
13

MKT Filter Separator 24.50.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator24.50.0,5.25.25
MKT Filter Separator 20.60.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator220.60.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter Separator
220.100.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator220.100.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator220.150.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter Separator MP (MT)
150.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator220.200.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator220.300.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter Separator MP (DF)
300.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator380.400.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator380.500.0.5.25.25
MKT Filter Separator MP (DF)
600.25.25
MKT Filter
Separator380.700.0.5.25.25

50 lpm

12 V or 24 V

50 lpm

12 V or 24 V

60 lpm

220 V.

60 lpm

220 V.

100 lpm

220 V or 380 V.

100 lpm

220 V or 380 V.

OGM indicator

150 lpm

220 V or 380 V.

OGM indicator

150 lpm

Motor pump TANKER 150

200 lpm

220 V or 380 V.

OGM indicator

300 lpm

220 V or 380 V.

OGM indicator

300 lpm

Motor pump TANKER300L

400 lpm

380 V.

OGM indicator

500 lpm

380 V.

OGM indicator

500 lpm

Motor pump TANKER 049

700 lpm

380 V.

OGM indicator

OGM indicator

OGM indicator
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Mobile stand-alone filtering station TANKER-5DVS for diesel fuel
on the basis of the motor pump TANKER-150
The mobile stand-alone filtering station TANKER is intended for
cleaning diesel fuel from mechanical impurities and water.
The filters TANKER 5 are used as a main filtering element for fine
cleaning of diesel fuel, oil, kerosene or petrol.
The pump is equipped with the Motor pump TANKER 150 s DVS (internal
combustion engine) which makes the filtering unit capable of standalone operation suitable for operation in field conditions!







The tanker units for cleaning fuel and other liquids are supplied
in various sets and versions:
It is possible to use a multi-step cleaning system.
1st step of FZHU.
2 - 4 steps filters TANKER with various cartridges.
The 5th step of the final cleaning filters 1 or 5 micron.
It is possible to supply the system with various metering devices OGM, PPO-25, PPO-40, DD-25, Darkont,
VZO, ELMETRO, PIUSI, GESPASA, etc.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS:













Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel, oil
The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 -30 micron
First cleaning step - 50, 100, 200 micron.
Water separation or absorbing from 90% to 99.9%.(the purification degree depends on the water content
in fuel and the filter used).
Filtering element metal flask.
Performance 150 l /min.
Mechanical or electronic fuel meter.
Self-priming pump: suction head - 4 m, pump capacity - to 30 m,
Gauges for monitoring pressure difference at the filtering element.
Operation at the temperature from — 40С to +60С, Maximum estimated pressure 3 bar.
Manual drain valve, sight glass (for filters in a metal flask), contamination indicator, oil and petrol resistant
hoses, ball valves.
Version - on the frame with 4 wheels.
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Mobile module TANKER MD for oil filling operations, pumping and dosing of oil, admixtures and
other fluids.
Precise and reliable systems of oil dosing are necessary at oil filling
operations.
Dosing mechanisms are equipped with flowmeters in two versions—
with the function of dose setting and control over pumps and valves or simply in
the form of a flowmeter metering device to measure the pumped fluid amount.
By order — Explosion-proof version in compliance with the Atex requirements.
The pump is selected depending on the oil type and operating
conditions. Performance from 5 lpm to 1,000 lpm. As a rule, our customers
order dosers with the performance 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 and 300 lpm.

A reliable keyboard allows easy and convenient control of fluid
dispensing or dosing. Keyboard blocking.
Fine filter with the filtering degree to 1um guarantees that filled oil will be clean.
DOSER STRUCTURE
 A doser consists of three functional blocks: Pumping; measurement; control.
 The pumping block comprises transfer or dosing pumps.
 The measurement block is intended for measuring the liquid flow, forming and transferring the signal on
the current value of the flow rate to the control block.
 The control block consists of a controller, a display with a button bar, electronic automatic devices kit
(relay, protection automatic devices, starter units, etc.) and a cut-off valve. The control block can comprise
one or two cutoff valves depending on the filling pattern.
DOSER OPERATING PRINCIPLE
The doser can operate both in the manual or automatic mode. In the automatic mode the dose is
dispensed after the signal received from the devices which are not included in the doser structure. In the
manual mode the dose is released after the signal from the button bar. After the signal transfer, the control
block starts the pump, opens the valve and receives the flow rate information from the flowmeter. When a set
dose is dispensed the controller closes the valve and stops the pump.
SCOPE OF DELIVERY
1. Measurement and control block, flowmeter, valve, filter, dispensing valve, hoses, structural panel, body.
2. . Data sheet, operation manual
3. Package.
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Mobile unit for oil cleaning and pumping (transformer’s, hydraulic industrial oils)
The unit can use several steps of oil cleaning and filters from various manufacturers.
The units are supplied in different sets and versions:
 As a part of a mobile filtering unit with a pump and a metering device.
 Stationary version.
 The units can have different number of cleaning steps from 1 to 5 and higher.
APPLICATION AREA: Mechanical engineering companies, oil feeding, intaking, dispensing,
filling/discharge and pumping systems, oil tank farms, oil storage, marine and river quays,
hydraulic systems of special equipment, power engineering units.

Filters with metal net of various Series of filters with a built-in Replaceable spin-on
filtering degree
turbine for water cleaning.
filters

Filters PIUSI
25— 5 micron

Par-Gel™
Filtering elements
for water removal

As well as other filters from various manufacturers. Filters are selected and used depending on the customer’s
requirements and statement of work.
The unit removes free water causing system damage. The filter use increases the system efficiency and
equipment performance, the filters Par-GelTM provide an efficient method for solving problems connected with
water in hydraulic systems and lubricating systems. They improve the system efficiency and equipment
performance and reduce the possibility of the system total failure.
SOLVED PROBLEMS:





Filtering elements Par-Gel™ solve the problems related to water in hydraulic power systems and
lubricating systems.
Reduce component part wear and equipment downtime.
Improve the system efficiency and equipment performance.
Reduce the possibility of the system total failure.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS:











Cleaned fluid: Oil
The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 -30 micron
First cleaning step - 50, 100, 200 micron.
Water separation or absorbing up to 1% as a component
Filtering element metal or plastic flask
Performance 150 l /min.
Mechanical or electronic fuel meter.
Self-priming pump: suction head — to 5 m, pump capacity — to 30 m, electric power supply 12V, 24V,
230V, 380V or diesel motor drive.
Gauges for monitoring pressure difference at the filtering element.
The version on the 2-wheel trolley or 4-wheel trolley or on the frame without wheels.
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Filtering unit TANKER for cleaning of diesel fuel, kerosene, oil or petrol.
Mobile and stationary filtering units TANKER are intended for fine cleaning of
diesel fuel, oil, kerosene or petrol.
Various component parts are used depending on the set task, performance
and operation conditions.

THE FOLLOWING FILTER ARE USED AS A MAIN FILTERING ELEMENT:

Separator filter TANKER
–5

Filter FBO - RACOR
produced in the USA
Parker-filtration

Filter SEPAR

Filter GESPASA

Filter PIUSI

.

As well as other filters from various manufacturers. Filters are selected and used depending on the customer’s
requirements and statement of work.
THE TANKER UNITS FOR CLEANING FUEL AND OTHER LIQUIDS ARE SUPPLIED IN VARIOUS SETS AND
VERSIONS:
 As a modular filtering element for independent installation at the facility.
 On the brackets for a convenient location at filling stations or fuelers.
 As a part of a mobile filtering unit with a pump and a metering device.
 In a stationary version for being installed in the tank park at large filling stations, oil tank farms or at oil
product storages.
 The units can have different number of successive and parallel cleaning steps from 1 to 5 and higher.
KEY CHARACTERISTICS:












Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel, petrol ,kerosene, oil
The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 -30 micron, the first cleaning step —
50, 100, 200 micron.
Water separation or absorbing from 90% to 99.9%. (the purification degree depends on the water content
in fuel and the filter used).
Filtering element metal, aluminum or plastic flask
The unit performance40 — 1,000 lpm depends on the type of the pump used and operation conditions.
We use self-priming pumps: suction head — 2-7 m, pump capacity — to 30 m, electric power supply 12V,
24V, 230V, 380V or diesel motor drive.
Mechanical or electronic fuel meter.
Gauges for monitoring pressure difference at the filtering element.
Operation at the temperature from — 40С to +60С, Maximum estimated pressure 10 bar.
Manual drain valve, sight glass (for filters in a metal flask), contamination indicator, oil and petrol resistant
hoses, ball valves.
The version on the 2-wheel trolley or 4-wheel trolley or on the frame without wheels.
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OPTIONS: electronic water gauge, filter flask heater, electronic fuel doser, GSM controller, authorization for
dispensing by means of electronic keys or cards, manual or automatic fuel dispensing gun, rotary connectors,
and many other things.


APPLICATION AREA:
 Department, private and commercial filling stations, fuel dispensers for fueling any type of equipment.
 Systems for supply, bunkering, dispensing, filling/discharge and pumping of fuel.
 Air, petrol and diesel oil tank farms, storages, stock buildings and refuellers.
 Marine fueling quays.
 Fueling systems for large diesel engines.
OPERATING PRINCIPLE:
A separator filter operates in a manual mode. One should connect the hoses to the process and start
the pump, the pump will intake fuel and pump it through a filtering element, the meter will show the amount
of pumped and cleaned fuel. After pumping and cleaning are finished, it is necessary to turn off the pump, turn
off the valves, reel the hoses. Using the sight glass check the presence of water and mechanical additions, if
necessary, drain the slime with the help of a drainage valve.
BASIC VERSIONS:
Modification
5.56.25 DF
5.100.25 DF
5.150.25 DF
5.200.25 DF
5.300.25 DF
5.400.25 DF
5.500.25 DF
5.700.25.S DF
5.1000.25.S DF
5.50.25 MT
5.50.25 MT
5.100.25 MT
5.150.25 MT
5.300.25 MT
5.500.25 MT
5.700.25 MT
5.700.25 MT

Performance, l/m

Pump voltage, V

56 -60
100
150
200
300
400
500
700
1000
50
80
100
150
300
500
700
1000

220
220
220
220/380
220/380
380
380
380
380
220
220
220/380
380
380
380
380
380

Purification degree,
micron
5-10-25
5-10-25
5-10-25
5-10-25
5-10-15-25
5-10-15-25
5-10-15-25
5-10-15-25
5-10-15-25
1-5-10-25
1-5-10-25
1-5-10-25
1-5-10-25
1-5-10-15-25
1-5-10-15-25
1-5-10-15-25
1-5-10-15-25

Fuel type

Mech. meter

DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K
MT or K

yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
yes/no
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System for filtering diesel fuel, petrol, kerosene TANKER.
Several cleaning steps, high performance.
Separator filters TANKER-5 are intended for fine
cleaning of diesel fuel, kerosene or petrol.
The key filtering part is produced with the use of
materials RACOR made in the USA by Parker-filtration
.
The RACOR filtering parts showed high operation
characteristics and are widely applied all over the world and
in RUSSIA. All cartridges have 2 cleaning steps.

COMPONENT TYPES:
Application:
Separator filter
Microfilter
Absorption device

Filtering degree in micron:
1, 5, 10, 25 — main part used in the TANKER units.
1, 5, 10, 25
1, 5, 10,25




Cleaning system TANKER-5
Performance up to 90 lpm.
Used at petrol stations
Used with the pump TANKER-80 or 100.
Cleaning system TANKER-5. Two cleaning lines, popular model.
Performance up to 180 lpm.
Used with the pump TANKER-150.
Used for fuelers
Cleaning system TANKER-5.
Three cleaning lines.
Performance up to 270 lpm.
Used with the pump TANKER-200.Used for fuelers
Cleaning system TANKER-5. Four cleaning lines
Performance up to 360 lpm. Used with the pump TANKER-300.
It is possible to manufacture the systems with 5 and 6 lines with the performance up to 550 l/m and pumps
ASVN-80 or ASTsL-01A
To obtain the best indicators, we recommend using a two-step cleaning system TANKER-5.
Two filtering elements are used - separator+microfilter or separator+absorbing filter
Performance up to 90 lpm. Used with the pump TANKER-100.
To obtain the best indicators, we recommend using a two-step cleaning system TANKER-5.
Two filtering elements are used - separator+microfilter or separator+absorbing filter
Performance up to 180 lpm. Used with the pump TANKER-150.
To obtain the best indicators, we recommend using a two-step cleaning system TANKER-5.
Two filtering elements are used - separator+microfilter or separator+absorbing filter
Performance up to 270 lpm. Used with the pump TANKER-200.
To obtain the best indicators, we recommend using a two-step cleaning system TANKER-5.
Two filtering elements are used - separator+microfilter or separator+absorbing filter
Performance up to 360 lpm. Used with the pump TANKER-300.
It is possible to manufacture the cleaning systems with 5 and 6 lines with the performance up to 550 l/m and
pumps ASVN-80 or ASTsL-01A
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Cassette module of fuel filtration TANKER 5-5
The cassette module of fine fuel filtration has a high performance, a possibility
to use various types of cartridges with various purification degrees.
The module structure is made in such a way that allows for their easy
combination at the facility - parallel or consequent module connection, pump unit
connection to modules, coarse filters and fuel quantity indication systems.

Application:
Separator filter
Microfilter
Absorbing filter

Filtering degree in micron:
1, 5, 10, 25 — main part used in the TANKER units.
1, 5, 10,25
1, 5, 10,25

THROUGHPUT CAPACITY, PRESSURE DIFFERENCE
Diesel fuel, max
Component type
lpm
Microfilter
560
Separator filter
470
Absorbing filter
490

Petrol,
max lpm
1135
945
1040

Kerosene,
max lpm
1400
1230
1325

Pressure drop, “part should
be replaced”
1.4 kgf/secm²
1.1 kgf/secm²
2.1 kgf/secm²

Key characteristics:
 Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel, petrol (kerosene, oil - optionally).
 The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 and 25 micron main purification degree, the 25 micron cartridge starts deleting particles,
approximately from 4 micron, approximately by 87% and further deletes the
particles to 21 micron with the increase in the cleaning percentage up to 99.9%.
 Water separation or absorbing from 90% to 99.9%. (the purification degree depends
on the water content in fuel) filtering component - separator filter 25 micron capable of an efficient removing of emulsified water from fuel.
 Operation at the temperature from — 40С up to +60С, Maximum estimated pressure
9 bar.
 Manual drainage valve, windscreen with a float to control the water availability in a settler.
 Cartridge resource: 500,000 liters х 5 pieces (an average service life of the cartridge is specified - it can
significantly change depending on the fuel quality)
 Options: electronic water gauge, filter bowl heater and a system of temperature maintaining, pressure
gauges, suspension bracket, floor-mounted bracket, connection kit.
Application area:
 Department, private and commercial filling stations, fuel dispensers for fueling any
type of equipment.
 Systems for supply, bunkering, dispensing, filling/discharge and pumping of fuel.
 Air, petrol and diesel oil tank farms, storages, stock buildings and refuellers.
 Marine fueling quays.
 Fueling systems for large diesel engines.
 Boiler houses operating at diesel fuel.
 Diesel generators.
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Three-step cassette module of fine fuel filtration TANKER -5 -4-3
The cassette module of fine fuel filtration has a high performance, a
possibility to use various types of cartridges with various purification degrees.
The module structure is made in such a way that allows for their easy
combination at the facility - parallel or consequent module connection, pump
unit connection to modules, coarse filters and fuel quantity indication
systems.
We also recommend buying the coarse filter with the purification
degree 50-100 micron as a part of the set.

CLEANING STEPS OF FINE (FINAL) FUEL CLEANING CASSETTE CARTRIDGE:
The 1st step is equipped with a micro-filter with the purification degree of 25 micron.
The 2d step is equipped with a separator with the purification degree of 10 micron
The 3d step is equipped with an absorption device with the purification degree of 5 or 1 micron
COMPONENT TYPES:
Application:
Separator filter
Microfilter
Absorbing filter

Filtering degree in micron:
1, 5, 10, 25 — key part used in the TANKER units.
1, 5, 10,25
1, 5, 10,25

THROUGHPUT CAPACITY, PRESSURE DIFFERENCE
Diesel fuel, max
Petrol,
Component type
lpm
max lpm
Microfilter
450
900
Separator filter
370
750
Absorbing filter
390
830

Kerosene,
max lpm
1130
980
1060

Pressure drop, “part should
be replaced”
1.4 kgf/secm²
1.1 kgf/secm²
2.1 kgf/secm²

KEY CHARACTERISTICS:


Cleaned fuel: diesel fuel, petrol (kerosene, oil - optionally).
 The degree of fuel cleaning from mechanical impurities: 1, 5, 10 or 25 micron - main purification
degree, the 25 micron cartridge starts deleting particles, approximately from 4 micron, approximately
by 87% and further deletes the particles to 21 micron with the increase in the cleaning percentage up
to 99.9%.

Water separation or absorbing from 90% to 99.9%. (the purification degree depends on the water
content in fuel) filtering component - separator filter 25 micron - capable ofan efficient removing of emulsified
water from fuel.

Operation at the temperature from — 40С up to +60С, Maximum estimated pressure 9 bar.

Manual drainage valve, windscreen with a float to control the water availability in a settler.

Cartridge resource: 500,000 liters х 5 pieces (an average service life of the cartridge is specified - it can
significantly change depending on the fuel quality)
OPTIONS: electronic water gauge, filter bowl heater and a system of temperature maintaining, pressure
gauges, suspension bracket, floor-mounted bracket, connection kit, pump unit, fuel meter.
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Air separating filters TANKER-FVT
Air separators (gas separators) with the filters are installed in the pipeline before
flowmeters, water gauges and other measuring tools. Their function consists in removing
vapors, air and mechanical additions from the pipeline system.
Filtering mechanical additions increases the service life of measurement tools
while gas separation makes the measurements more precise which is especially important
at commercial metering. Besides, it is very important to have a laminar flow (without air
and mechanical inclusions) of fuel for essential facilities - boiler houses, torches,
generators, etc., where fuel flow can cause emergency shutdown.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:
Excess pressure gauges

 Dirt indicator or pressure difference gauge.
 It is possible to paint the module in various colours
 System of increasing air elimination and foam generation efficiency.
APPLICATION:
 Dispensing systems and fuel metering units.
 Fuelers
 Fuel dispensers
 Engine supply systems
 Torch supply systems
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
 Connecting dimensions - DU, from 50 to 150mm
 Flow rate range - 25-3,000 (lpm)
 Maximum pressure— 10Bar.
 Body material - aluminum (by order: cast iron, steel, stainless steel)
 Sealing material - viton, teflon.
 Connection options - gear (female pipe thread), flanged and for welding.
KEY COMPONENTS:
Filter with rectangular flanges
with the upper fastening of the
air separator

Filtering
component

Filter and air separator in
Air separator for fixing on
Flanged air separator assembly with radial flanges
the upper filter surface
DU150

Filtering parts are manufactured from stainless steel and are differed by the operating media: Petrol,
solvents, fuel oil, diesel fuel, light motor oils.
DESIGNATION FOR ORDER:
FVT-50 PF DU 50mm (aluminum body with rectangular flanges); from 25 to 550 lpm.
FVT-80 PF DU 80mm (aluminum body with rectangular flanges); from 75 to 1,150 lpm.
FVT-100 PF DU 100mm (aluminum body with rectangular flanges); from 130 to 1,700 lpm.
FVT-100 KF DU 100mm (steel body with circular flanges); from 130 to 1,700 lpm.
FVT-150 KF DU 150mm (steel body with circular flanges); from 225 to 3,000 lpm.
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Metal mobile fuel modules TANKER - MTR up to 950 l.
Mobile filling module is intended for mobile and
stationary fueling of private vehicles, agricultural or special
equipment. This module can be transported by a trailer on
public roads.
The module can be manufactured from aluminum or
stainless steel to be used with other fluids: various POLs, food
products, acids, alkalis, etc.
The modules can have a cylindrical or rectangular for,
vertical and horizontal.

MTR MODULE SCOPE OF DELIVERY:








Single-wall container, steel 4 mm (double-walled by order and steel 3-6 mm).
Metal grating or channeled supports or transportation lugs.
Ventilation pipe with a pressure vent valve.
Filling neck of the tank with a cover.
Sampling tube to connect dispensers.
Low drainage plug.
It is possible to paint the module in various colours.
Metal container
MTR 330
MTR 500
MTR 750
MTR 950

Volume, liters
330
500
700
950

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT THAT CAN BE USED WITH THE MODULES:










Metal cabinet with dispensing equipment.
Dispensed fuel meter.
Fuel pump(for 12V, 24V or 220/380V. or a motor pump, for example, TANKER-150)
Dispensing valve (automatic or manual gun).
Dispensing hose and water hose coil.
Filter (fine, coarse filter or a separator filter).
Measuring rod to measure the fuel internal level (supplied with a gauge hatch).
System without operator fuel dispensing unit.
Trailer with a vehicle certificate of ownership or a workshop cart
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Block & modular metal fuel container TANKER for convenient loading and transportation in
terminal blocks
The fuel container TANKER is a metal tank in a leak-proof container.
Electro-welded cubic container with the volume up to 985 liters made
of steel and painted with powder paint.

CHARACTERISTICS:
 Locked cover
 Lugs for roping located in each angle
 Inputs for a lifting truck
 Drainage plug
 Filling neck made of brass with a quick disconnect joint 3 inches in diameter.
 Pressure vent valve
 Fittings for quick disconnect fuel delivery and return (to connect a fuel dispenser).
OPTION: fuel dispenser, water filter, automatic valve with a flexible hose, manual pump.
MODEL 445:
Rated capacity: 445 l
Dimensions: 1000х1000х1300 mm (length х width х depth)
Empty container weight: ≈190 kg
MODEL 985:
Rated capacity: 985 l
Dimensions: 1230х1630х1430 mm (length х width х depth)
Empty container weight: ≈375 kg

Suction well and suction pump well TANKER for filling stations and boiler houses
Suction wells are intended for fuel draining platforms at filling stations.
There are two types of suction wells: without a pump, for underground containers, it is
used at fuel draining from a petrol tanker by gravity flow, and supplied with a pump when
fuel is drained into an above-ground container.
To connect a petrol tanker to the suction pump, a standard outlet coupling is
used. Through a standard coupling fuel passes into the filter and further the fuel flows to
a container through a flame arrestor and locking accessories (ball valves). Additionally the
well can be equipped with an electromagnetic valve to stop fuel drainage in case of the
container overfilling.
The suction well is equipped with a pump of the type KM, KMS, ASVN, ASTL and the control board. Suction wells
are manufactured in three options, one, two or three drain lines. The upper part has hatches, lateral walls are equipped
with air gratings.
The suction well is manufactured in its standard version or in compliance with the customer’s technical
requirements. The well can be made from the steel 20 or 09G2S and painted with base coat. A part intended for landing
into ground is painted with anti-corrosion finish.
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Completely stand-alone modular department filling station
The modular, stand-alone filling station TANKER is intended for internal agricultural use or a small
commercial filling station. Intended for fueling of private vehicle, agricultural or special equipment, water
transport, small mobile mining machines (snow tractors, quad bikes).
The container is made from steel (steel 20 or 09G2S) with the wall thickness 4-6 mm. The container is
equipped with: filling neck, container breathing system, gauging hatch, measuring rod, inverted valve, etc.
THE MODULE IS EQUIPPED WITH:












Two-section container for fueling with two fuel types.
Engineering compartment with heat insulation and a heating system.
Fuel dispensing equipment for two fuel types.
The system of unmanned fuel dispensing by cards and metering the amount of fuel in the container
with the help of software and GSM modems.
Pump for filling.
The video control system GSM with data transfer on the filling station state: the hatch is open, the
pump is on, control of traffic near the filling station.
Local lighting.
Automatic fire extinguisher.
Lightening rod.
Automatic diesel generating of petrol generating unit.
Back-up battery with the possibility to be equipped with solar batteries.

The price of the filling station depends on the scope of delivery. The fueling module can be painted in various
colours.
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Mobile stand-alone fuel module for petrol, kerosene 300 liters
A mobile filling module (mobile filling station) for petrol is manufactured on the trailer for moving
along public roads.
By the customer’s order we perform the service of making changes in the vehicle certificate of
ownership - in particular, the note is made that the trailer is equipped with a fuel module. Please, contact
managers to know the service price.
The module is intended for fueling private transport, water transport, generator fuelling, etc.
The module can be used for mobile or stationary fueling. The form is cylindrical. It is possible to paint the
module in various colours (blue, grey, black, red, yellow, green).
COMPLETE SET OF THE FUEL MODULE CONTAINER
Single-wall steel 4 mm, transporting lugs, ventilation pipe with a pressure vent valve, filling neck,
intake tube + stop valve, line of fuel level measuring, bracing.
The fuel module containers can be one, two, three-section for various products with dispensing
equipment for various products. By separate order the module can be made as a double-walled one. Module
container materials - steel 20, 09G2S, stainless steel.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:







Dispensed product meter.
Pump 12V. 50 lpm.
Dispensing valve (manual or automatic gun).
Dispensing and suction hose.
Fine and coarse filter with a replaceable or washable cartridge.
Battery 12V.
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Mobile metal fuel modules for diesel fuel up to 950 liters, for petrol, kerosene up to 300 liters
A mobile filling module (for diesel fuel, kerosene or petrol,
or oil, or antifreeze, or cooling fluid etc.) is intended for fueling
private transport, agricultural or special equipment, supplying
power to diesel generators, diesel boilers.
The module can be used for mobile or stationary fueling.
Cylindrical or cubic form. It is possible to paint the module in various
colours (blue, grey, black, red, yellow, green).

COMPLETE SET OF THE FUEL MODULE CONTAINER
Single-wall steel 4 mm, transporting lugs, ventilation pipe with a pressure vent valve, filling neck,
intake tube + stop valve, line of fuel level measuring, channel supports or bracing or lugs. The module width
with the volume up to 1,000 liters, no more than 1,200 mm which allows moving the module in a car trailer,
car freight section or pickup body.
The fuel module containers can be one, two, three-section for various products with dispensing
equipment for various products. By separate order the module can be made as a double-walled one. Module
container materials - steel 20, 09G2S, stainless steel.
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:








Dispensed product meter.
Pump (power supply 12V, 24V, 220V, 380V. Motor pump) 40-500 lpm.
Pump for filling.
Fuel dispenser.
Dispensing valve (manual or automatic gun).
Dispensing and suction hose, quick disconnect joints.
Fine and coarse filter with a replaceable or washable cartridge.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE MOBILE FUEL LEVEL METER FZ-500
This device has no counterparts and is produced mainly for the organizations with their own transport
park or boilers and generators which face the problems of precise and timely measurement of fuel amount in
various time points.
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Container unit pump stations, fuel amount metering stations, fuel cleaning stations.
Our company produces container unit pump stations, block stations
of fuel amount metering, container unit stations of fuel cleaning. Block
stations can be combined — metering + pumping + cleaning.
The stations can be used as a part of mobile boiler houses, mobile
storages of oil products or diesel generators.
Besides, the stations can be used on the stationary basis.
The station can be made as one module (container) or as a complex
of several modules.
The station can be made from sandwich panels (heat-insulated),
ventilated, with windows and doors, in a standard 10-20 feet container.
Container units (one or the set) equipped by everything needed for
maintenance of the machinery are the best solution used to equip the
warehouse for all fuel and lubricant materials at construction sites, road machinery stations, in borrow pits, oil
and gas mines, field camps, as parts of mobile and pre-engineered garages, at remote operation sites.
Module container units for fuel and lubricant materials and workshops may be completely stand-alone,
provide for reliable and safe storage of fuel and lubricants and may be operated at any weather conditions.

Modular pump blocks are produced in various options and sets. Notify us about all requirements to the
contents of the container and we will select equipment options and layouts for the best price and quality.
Containers may be equipped by drip collectors, heaters, conditioners, generators, high-quality LEDbased lightning, automatic fire-fighting systems, gas analyzers, fluid release metering systems and systems of
data transfer to the central office. They also may be equipped by fire extinguishers, first aid kits, the liquid spill
damage control set.
Upon request of the customer, various vessels with different forms and volumes may be produced to
be placed inside and outside the container, with all necessary metering and safety equipment.
The pump module can intake fuel and additionally dispense it, if necessary. For example, it can fuel a
local tractor or its own special equipment. For this purpose the module is equipped with a fuel dispenser and
the system of unmanned fuel dispensing by electronic cards with limit setting and data transfer to the central
office.
Quality filtering and fuel separation systems provide for the equipment continuous operation.
Fuel consumption rate metering systems for a boiler house, systems of fuel consumption rate
metering in consumption tanks with keeping archives and data transfer to the central office.
SOME BLOCK OPTIONS:
 Pump blocks with various intended uses, including motor pumps
 Manifold of fasteners, valves, valves with electric engines and automatic devices
 Dosing, admixtures, reagents and other fluids
 Metering units, measurement lines, fluid quality control, control of physical indicators.
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Mobile oil and POL service stations (for service cars, campers, containers)
We offer the equipment for maintenance of vehicles, special-purpose machinery and agricultural
machinery at their operation facilities.
Modern machinery always requires maintenance and the great amount of expensive fuel and lubricant
materials. At this, a lot of machines work at distant sites. The only solution available is to deliver consumables
and lubricants to them for the on-site maintenance. How to make this processes quicker and to reduce losses
of fuel and lubricant materials while using as less Staff as possible?
We offer equipment sets that may be installed inside (to arrange the workplace of the vehicle
maintenance master), in the truck, on the trailer, in the container box trolley etc.
The mobile module oil filler set TANKER (MMMKT) is used for emergency and routine replacement and
distribution of fuel and lubricants as well as antifreeze and discharge liquids for the large special-purpose
machinery. MMMKT is the heat-insulated container with the technological, control and fire-fighting
equipment.
Container units (one or the set), equipped by everything required for maintenance of the machinery,
are the best solution used to equip the warehouse for all fuel and lubricant materials at construction sites,
road machinery stations, in borrow pits, oil and gas mines, field camps, as a parts of mobile and preengineered garages, at remote operation sites. Module container warehouses for fuel and lubricant materials
and workshops may be completely autonomous, provide for reliable and safe storage of fuel and lubricants
and may be operated at any weather conditions.
Mobile vehicle and special-purpose machinery service stations are made in various versions and sets.
Notify us about all requirements to the contents of the container and we will select equipment options and
layouts for the best price and quality.
Containers may be equipped by drip collectors, heaters, conditioners, power units, high-quality LEDbased lightning, automatic fire-fighting systems, gas analyzers, liquid release metering systems and data
transfer to the central office. They also may be equipped by fire extinguishers, first aid kits, the liquid spill
damage control set
Upon request of the customer, various vessels with different forms and volumes may be produced to
be placed inside and outside the container, with all necessary metering and safety equipment.
All mobile service stations include the professional equipment for lubricants, antifreeze, cooling fluid,
windshield washer fluid, diesel fuel, petrol, kerosene, urea and any fuel and lubricant materials.
Our partnership with leading global manufacturers (SAMOA, PIUSI, GESPASA) allows us to offer a wide
range of products completely developed and produced at their own sites that includes both oilers and manual
equipment as well as airlift and electrical pumps, hose reels, dispensing guns, meters, discharge oil and other
liquid collection units, motor oil and consistent lubricant dispensing
units, stands, workbench tables, racks, trolleys, vessels and reservoirs.
Our products are used in all industries at any operating conditions.

SCOPE OF THE LUBRICATING EQUIPMENT'S APPLICATION
The lubricating and liquid dispensing equipment is used in various industries. Various vehicles,
machines and production processes need regular lubrication for appropriate operation.
A MMMKT mobile workshop is ideal for operation in the field, e.g., for construction, mining, logging
companies.
These products help to find a complex solution for transfer, dispensing and batching of lubricants and
other power fluids. We offer any equipment, from manual high-pressure pumps to automatic dispensing units
for car repair shops and liquid dispensing and batching units for production and assembly lines.
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Units for motor oils and consistent lubricant dispensing for:
 franchise dealers of motor and truck vehicles and independent
service workshops;
 motor and truck vehicles;
 filling stations and car workshops;
 maintenance services for buses and taxi-cabs;
 municipal workshops on servicing vehicles;
 truck vehicles parks;
 private transport companies parks.

MINING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Units for dispensing operating fluids used at:




the equipment for maintenance and routine repair of land and
underground transport.
technical maintenance workshops for construction equipment.
distant service centers: truck vehicles with technical
maintenance equipment.

PROCESSING LINES
Units for dispensing operating fluids suitable for: any industrial units which need lubricants (hydraulic oil,
gearcase oil, lubricating oil, etc.) and/or consistent lubricant to conduct maintenance of equipment, any
industrial or assembling lines requiring oil/grease lubrication.
Agriculture: transport and equipment maintenance.
Air service: maintenance of aircraft and auxiliary transport.
Marine transport: maintenance of marine engines.
Railway transport: general maintenance.

EQUIPMENT WORKS WITH MATERIALS











Mineral and synthetic motor oil, transmission oil, fluid for hydraulic mechanisms, etc.
Consistent lubricant.
Transmission fluid.
Cooling liquid and antifreeze solutions.
Solutions for wind-screen cleaning.
Water under high and low pressure,
Diesel fuel.
AdBlue (liquid for a catalyst).
Compressed air.
Additions.
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Mobile filtering filling units TANKER PFZU
Intended to be used in field conditions, for diesel
fuel, kerosene, petrol, oil, antifreeze, cooling fluid filling
(any types of POLs can be used).
Mobile filling modules can be used to fuel
agricultural equipment, general purpose aircraft, special
equipment, motor transport, etc.
PFZU TANKER is a fully composite set
manufactured by the customer’s statement of work.
PFZU can be installed on a trailer for moving
along public roads or mounted on a workshop trolley for
moving on site. The PFZU frame is equipped by a
tarpaulin cover for the protection from rainfall and
convenient operation.
PFZU include all pipeline parts which are necessary for cautious fuel filling into a tank and/or fast fuel
pumping from a container into a container. Ball valves, quick disconnect joints, flanges, scrapers, bypass and
safety valves, compensators, dispensing and delivery-suction hoses, hose coils, dispensing valves, suction
valves.
At the same time PFZU can have several pumps mounted on it, these pumps will have different
performance values - for different fluids. Self-priming, vane, geared and vortex pumps with electric engines for
220, 380, 12 or 24 V or with diesel internal combustion engines (motor pumps TANKER). Electric engines
stipulate for explosion-proof coils with the cable feeding supply voltage.
Fuel filtration is stipulated: coarse filters starting from 50 micron, fine filters from 1 micron –
separator filters. It is permitted to use several types of filters at the same time combining them into a multistep fuel cleaning system.
For fuel metering PFZU have fuel meters – mechanical or electronic ones. In
addition, by separate order one can install a system of dosed admixture introduction on
PFZU, for example, introduction in diesel fuel, in a set with the admixture storage container
and its proper pump. To fuel small aircraft with kerosene or aviation fuel, the meter Alfons
Haar can be installed on PFZU with a possibility of introducing the admixture PKVZH. In
case of this flowmeter using, a special system for the admixture PKVZH is mounted.
PFZU can be equipped with control boards and parameter control boards, pressure gauges, thermal
sensors, the system of oil product quality indication, samplers, GLONASS system, back-up batteries.
For the purpose of convenience PFZU can have containers for fuel storage or other POL storage. By
order, PFZU are supplied with all necessary equipment - fire extinguishers, syringes, shop rags, unified air
valves, etc.
TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS:





Pump performance:100-500 lpm
Filtration degree from 50 1 micron
Precision of fuel metering 1-0.1%
The volume of a storage container is 30-1,000 liters.

PLEASE, FILL THE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRICE CALCULATION.
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Mobile modules TAKER with various intended uses.
Manufactured by the customer’s technical requirements. The content and intended use are defined by
the questionnaire. The modules are made with a chassis with a vehicle certificate of ownership to move on
public roads or with a chassis for moving in the company’s territory or by sledge.
List of produced modules:
Trailers for transporting mobile modules TANKER with inertial brakes GP up to 2,000 tons with a
vehicle certificate of ownership
Platform cart for mobile modules TANKER for moving in the company’s territory.

Mobile, dispensing and filling, filtering modular unit TANKER for various types of oils, antifreeze,
cooling liquid, glass cleaning fluid with a heating system and waste oil collection.

Mobile workshop at the trailer for servicing different special equipment and facilities like filling
stations, oil tank farms, pump stations, metering units, etc.

A mobile complex for checking the operation of control and measurement devices and pumps,
automatic devices and other various types of equipment. The complex is equipped with a measuring
bench.
A mobile energy complex is equipped with various types of motor pumps, petrol generators, diesel
generators, steam generators, heat generators, etc.

A mobile station of high pressure water supply up to 350 atm with the capacity up to 2,500 liters. For
cleaning various equipment types and agricultural and special technical devices, dumptrucks and
trucks, self-mobile mining equipment.
A mobile station for cleaning containers by the vacuum method. Collection of spilled oil slime and
various liquids.

Mobile unit for pumping liquids and dosed addition injection. Equipped with control, dosing and
metering systems. Provides for a stand-alone operation mode and operation with power supply.

A mobile unit for fuel pumping and cleaning from mechanical impurities and water. Equipped with
control, dosing and metering systems. Provides for a stand-alone operation mode and operation with
power supply.
A mobile house for the maintenance staff servicing the equipment and other mobile devices with tool
kits.

Dual-purpose mobile module, plastic container for water 2,500 l. petrol motor pump, firefighting set.
The second intended use - using in sprinkling systems and for spraying fields and hothouses.
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Questionnaire for the calculation of the fuel module TANKER
Company____________________________________Date:_______________Tel./fax:_________________
Address: ___________________________________Contact person__________________________________
Type and amount of fluid
Reservoir type and its volume

Diesel / Petrol / Oil / Other ______________
Metal ______L
Plastic__________ L

Specify the reservoir form or enclose the drawing or sketch.

Type of meters

Cylindrical
Cylindrical vertical
Rectangular
horizontal
Wheeled mobile Foundation plate for Foundation plate for
(number
of stationery use
moving
and
wheels)
transportation
Min
Operating
Max
Min
Operating
Max
 On a metal panel
 In a metal body- open
 In an iron box- closed
 Full-sized fuel dispensing unit on the support
Mechanical
Electronic LCD
Electronic 220V.

Fluid flow metering

 on weight on volume

Frame version

Ambient temperature, С
Liquid temperature, С
Gas station dispenser version

Required measurement error, %
and the availability of the State verification certificate
Fuel dispensing

Pump type (depending on the pumped product type)

 Setting a required dose from 10-symbol keyboard on a fuel
dispenser
 Dispensing the dose with a help of a panel board of remote
control software
Recurrent filling of a preliminary set dose
 Without using electronic controllers, manual filling according to
meter indicators.
 geared vane Other

Flow velocity in liters or kilograms per minute

min

Electric supply of pumps and control blocks

alternate current 220V or 380Vor direct current 12V or 24V or
12/24V
Pressure line_____Suction line___

Dispensing hose length
Scope of delivery:
Filter availability (specify the purification degree N micron)
1, 5, 10, 25, 35 micron
Availability of additional filters
Availability of dispensing guns and quick disconnect joints

Availability of the controller for unmanned fuel dispensing
Availability of fluid level gauge

operating

max

 Filter
 separator filter
 absorbent filter
Coarse filter
 second-degree filter
 with automatic shutdown quick disconnect joint – normal
without automatic shutdown quick disconnect shutdown - dry
disconnect joint
 Controller – connection with the office RS-485
 Controller – connection with the office GSM
 Limit level alarm
Change in fluid level – precision in __mm

Availability of the controller regulating pump operation using the
fluid limit level alarm system in the tank
Additional requirements:
Enclose drawings or images,
specify the desired colour, brief
object description and the version
of equipment use, any other
additional required data.

Please, send the filled questionnaire to e-mail info@chzto.ru

